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IN SOMALIA

44

'Sporadic' gunfire
reported by troops

We're dealing with
an extremely
dangerous situation.
Martin Brandtner
page 3

e

•

what could be its toughest job:
control of the strife-torn
taking
Assfeclated Press Wrttor
inland city of Baidoa. On Saturday, the Marines will escort a
MOGADISHU, Somalia —
of food trucks from
convoy
reported
today
Marine patrols
Mogadishu 200 miles northwest
sporadic gunfire and French solto Baidoa.
diers squared off with a gunman
Relief officials reported today
conthey
as
at a road checkpoint
solidated their hold on this tense, that a large convoy of "technicals" — the armed vehicles
divided city.
favored by Somali gunmen —
marred
incidents
isolated
The
was spotted headed west from the
an otherwise trouble-free Operaarea toward the Ethiopian
Baidoa
an
as
tion Restore Hope
border.
American-French force took comThe emergency food airlift to
mand in the Somali capital and
resumed Wednesday
Mogadishu
mission:
main
prepared for its
protecting food shipments to just hours after 1,700 Marines
came ashore and seized the airstarving Somalis.
port and seaport, the first steps in
meanbridge,
air
A global
unprecedented,
while, funneled hundreds more an
U.N.-sponsored campaign to
Marines toward Somalia.
deliver aid through armed force.
In a possible first step toward
More than 30,000 Marines, Army
political reconciliation in this
and soldiers of other
troops
violence-wracked land, warlord
nations will be deployed in this
Mohamed Farrah Aidid
crippled east African land.
announced he will meet Friday
Until now, relief shipments
Mahdi
All
with his chief rival,
have been routinely looted by
Mohamed. lsmat Kittani, special
U.N. envoy, was mediating armed bands of youths set loose
by two years of clan conflict.
between the two factional
Some 300,000 people have died
leaders.
The U.S. advance guard was of starvation, disease or warfare,
ready to leapfrog into the famine
belt of southern Somalia and • TURN TO PAGE 2

By WILLIAM C. MANN

66
You're not allowed
to get old for two
more years.
Scott Edgar
page 10

GINA HANCOCK/Ledge( & Times photo

Sigma Pi fraternity members, along with neighbors of their house at 1614 Olive Street, were present Wednesday night during the Board of Zoning Adjustment meeting.

99

BZA approves frat's permit

ci

QUICK, MASZCiE .,
-iOw MANY CAYS TILL
CHRISTMAS VACATION?
--\i

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Waft WrNer

15 shopping
days to Christmas

TOUR OF HOMES
"Christmas in the Country"
will be theme of the 1992 tour
of homes by Kappa Department of Murray Woman's
Club on Sunday, Dec. 13.
from 1 to 4 p.m. Proceeds
from the tour will benefit the
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross AIDS
Education Program. Page 7

FORECAST
Cloudy with a few snow flurries possible. Low in the lower
30s. Northwest wind 10 to 15
mph. Friday, partly cloudy.
High in the lower 40s.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, +0.2; below 304.7, -0.4
BARKLEY LAKE
354.0, 0.0; below 312.9, +0.7
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One Section — 20 Pages
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4
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NIBS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

After one motion failed by a
3-3 vote, the Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments finally
approved a conditional use permit
for the Sigma Pi fraternity house
on Olive Street.
Wednesday night's meeting
was the second time Sigma Pi
had asked for a permit to change
the use of the house at 1614
Olive Street from a fraternity
house to a rooming house.
Gerald Bell, speaking on

Murray man escapes
Injury following
shooting attempt
A Murray man escaped
injury Wednesday afternoon
during an aUempted shooting.
According to Det. Stan
Scott of the Calloway County
Sheriffs Department, Danny
Joe Burkeen, 38, Rt. 3, had
apparently just arrived home
and was getting mail from his
mailbox when three men
pulled up in a pickup truck.
Scott said two of the men
got out of the truck with guns.
One then fired at the man,
missing hint, but hitting one of
the vehicle's windows.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

behalf of the fraternity, told the by neighbors included cars often
board that the organization wants parked in an alley behind the
to sell the property and build a house and in the right-of-way on
Olive Street.
new house on Hwy. 121.
The fraternity proposed a
The move is contingent upon
the sale of the fraternity house. reconfiguration of parking which
The offer from prospective buyer satisfied most of the BZA's
George Chu was contingent upon concerns.
But it was still the number of
the BZA granting the conditional
proposed to rent rooms in
people
use permit.
At an earlier meeting, BZA the house that created a stummembers expressed two concerns bling block for most members.
Sigma Pi purchased the room— adequate parking for the house
and the number of people who ing house in 1974. At that time,
would be renting rooms.
Parking problems pointed out • TURN TO PAGE 2

Merchants crack down on shoplifters
By STACEY CROOK
'surrey Ledger & nines Wan

Writer

Shoplifting in Kentucky is big
business, but local merchants say
they have cracked down on
potential offenders with better
trained employees, advanced
surveillance equipment and store
detectives.
Not only does shoplifting cost
merchants money, but the cost
ultimately comes back to consumers. One store manager said
when the store loses money, the
cost of merchandise goes up to
help offset those losses.
Murray Police Officer Melodic
Jones said discount stores,
department stores and pharmacies

are the hardest hit by shoplifting.
However, she said, these stores
arc becoming more and more prepared to apprehend violators.
"Stores are really, really good
at catching shoplifters now,"
Jones said.
She said Murray is not a high
crime area but, according to figures in the 1991 National Crime
Statistics Book, 64 percent of all
crimes known to police were
classified as larceny-theft.
Shoplifting, pocket-picking,
purse-snatching, thefts from
motor vehicles and thefts of
motor vehicle parts and accessories in which no use of force, violence or fraud occurs are considered to be larceny theft. Approxi-

mately 16 percent of larceny
crime is shoplifting.
In Kentucky, an estimated
70,885 cases of larceny were
reported to police last ycar,
according to the National Crime
Statistics Book.
According to the 1990 Crime
in Kentucky Statistics Book,
approximately $757,000 worth of
merchandise was taken by
shoplifters.
Nationwide in 1991, 1,179,658
shoplifting offenses were
reported to police at an average
value of $104 per offense, which
totals SI22,684,432 in stolen
merchandise. The average dollar
amount rose $38 per offense in
One year.

Jones said shoplifting has been
on the rise the past few years.
She said she is not sure why people choose to shoplift. In her
experience, she said, many of
those caught stealing have the
money to pay for the
merchandise.
In many instances, she said
novices are trying to steal just to
be stealing. Those people are the
ones who are caught most often,
Jones said.
One local retailer said he has
found one of the strongest deterrents to be personal service.
"When you have personal service and several employees on
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Registry campaigns against PACS for public officials
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state's chief campaign finance regulator and a top senator have endorsed legislation to
outlaw political action committees for public officials.
Joe Terry, chairman of the
Registry of Election Finance, said
that if the General Assembly
doesn't outlaw officeholder
PACs, the registry should try to
abolish them by regulation.
Terry said such PACs have

been misused.
"There's been some belief on
the part of officeholders that they
can use them almost as political
expense accounts, and I don't
think that's what they were
intended to be used for," Terry
said at the agency's board meeting on Wednesday.
He said the registry could at
least try to restrict PAC expenses
by defining "political activity"
— the allowable use of their

money.
Because the term isn't defined
in state law or regulation and
because the registry has only
recently pursued the issue, officeholders often use PAC money for
tickets to sporting events, club
memberships and items with hazy
political benefits.
The registry took a stab at
defining the term last spring by
ruling that Jefferson County
Sheriff Jim Greene had made 119

improper expenditures for sport- legislature.
A task force on government
ing events, such as Churchill
has recommended legislaethics
basketDowns boxes and NCAA
ball Final Four seats. It fined tion specifying that no officeholGreene a record S21,600 for der or candidate "organize, control or serve as an officer" of any
those and other violations.
Other questions were posed PAC.
Terry endorsed the legislation,
last year, when leaders of the
did Senate President Pro Tern
as
state
the
Democratic majority in
highestHouse formed a PAC and quickly John "Eck" Rose, the
senator.
ranking
raised $90,000, mainly from lobbyists and others who stand to
gain or lose at the hands of the • TURN TO PAGE 2

Calloway also PUBLIC OPINION:
in compliance Do you agree with U.S. troop involvement in Somalia?
with KERA law
Calloway County school board
members and administrators can
join the Murray Independent
School district in claiming no
violations of the nepotism retrictions in Kentucky's Education
Reform Act.
The anti-nepotism law bans
board members elected before
their relatives were hired, while
exempting those elected after
their relatives were hired.
Spouses of administrators are
also not allowed to work in the
same building.
According to Calloway County
Assistant Superintendent Johnny
Bohannon, there are no such conflicts on the school board nor
within the schools.
There are an undetermined
number of school board members
across Kentucky who must decide
whether to step down voluntarily
or be removed by state officials.
State Education Commissioner

MELISSA SANDERS
I think they should go over there
because I don't want to see them
starve. It's bad at the holidays
but that is what it takes to help
people.

LANETTE WASHER
They've got plenty of food and I
don't set any sense in them starving. I hate to see our troops leave
at Christmas but that's what the
military is there for.

IN TURN TO PAGE 3
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LORENZO SHERRILL
I think it is a shame the people
over there are starving but at
least we're trying to help the kids
who can't help themselves. I
think it is a good cause. I hope
they take control.

DEBBIE CHAPMAN
I don't want to see anybody
starving. I say send the food
because they need it in the short
term but they also need education
so they will be capable of solving
their own problems.

••••
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The Choice Is Yours.

,Jobless claims
Wholesale prices fall
/lowest in more
0.2 percent in November than 3 years
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Wholesale prices fell 0.2 percent

in November, the first decline in
10 months, as the cost of both
food and energy dropped sharply.
the government reported today
The Labor Department said
food pnces decreased 0.5 percent
after a 0.1 percent adsance in
October, while a 1.5 percent
plunge in energy prices wiped out
a 1.4 percent Jump the previous
month.
Excluding food and energy,
wholesale prices inched up a

barely perceptible 0.1 percent.
In advance of the report, many
anal..ts were expecting a second
consecutive 0.1 percent rise in
the Producer Price Index.
For the year, wholesale prices
have nsen at an annual rate of
just 1.4 percent as the sluggish
economy dampened demand.
The slack in inflationary pressures would give the Federal
Reserve room to lower interest
rates further to stimulate the economy without fear of an imminent rise in inflation

Senate Democrats have no
PiC, but Republicans in both
shambers do
Terry noted that all PACs will
be further restricted on Jan. 1,
when the massive state
campaign-reform law passed this
year lowers the legal maximum
contribution to S500 from the
current S4.000.

MI Murray man...
FROM PAGE 1
He said the men kept shooting
at Burkeen as he went around the
truck At least two shots struck
the vehicle
Scott said. authorities hase

good description of the truck, but
cannot release specific information because the case remains
under investigation.
He said the case will he tried
as an attempted murder.
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•Merchants...
the floor, they (shoplifters) are
not as likely to try," he said.
At his store, the manager said
he has found preventive measures
such as rules for dressing rooms
and attentive employees greatly
reduce the chance of being
victimired.
Additionally, every employee
in the store has been trained on
how to detect a potential shoplifter. If shoplifters arc caught, the
manager said the store will
prosecute.
In Kentucky, the law allows
store personnel to stop a suspected shoplifter before he or she
leaves the store, rather than waiting until that person actually
leaves the premises. The statute
also states that if a person has
concealed merchandise, it can be
considered shoplifting.
Convicted shoplifters can be
sentenced to up to one year in
prison for stealing under $300, a
misdemeanor charge. Theft of

Due to incomplete information
turned in to the newspaper, the
following names were omitted
from the Calloway Middle School
honor roll printed recently:
Stars 7
Maranda AlIhritten, Jennifer
Anderson, Daniel Arnett, Diana
Black, Mitchell A. Craig, Matthew Crawford, Cindy Drennon,
Benjamin Geurin, Allison L.
Haugh. Heather Hill, Jennifer
Kaminski, Kimberly Kimbel,
Kristi Lee, Rosalie Miller, Cheri
Moore, Adam Nance, Jason Pittman, Miranda Rogers, Benjamin
Todd, Keara R. Wallace, Marcie
Vt ill ma ms
• • • •
Due to a photographer's error,
Taylor Hollin was incorrectly
referred to as Taylor Holland in a
cutline accompanying a frontpage photo on Wednesday, Dec.
9.

Although Marines confiscated
some automatic weapons from
passing cars, it appeared most of
the teen-agers who have terrorized Mogadishu from machine
gun -mounted vehicles had stowed
their weapons or slipped out of
town.
Some ex-gunmen lined up
looking for more peaceful jobs
with aid agencies, relief officials
said. But not all were taking a
low profile.
Capt. Greg Horton, a Marine
helicopter pilot who flew patrols
over the city Wednesday, said he
saw flashes of gunfire hut did not
the target.

Layaway
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away with in a fraternity.
"But at the same time, I don't
know what the right number of
renters is," BZA member Scott
Seiber said.
Bell said there are currently 23
fraternity members living in the
house. Sigma Pi has a total of 45
members who have use of the
premises.
Chu has hired Cliff Coleman to
manage the property. Coleman
said there would also be an onsite manager.
The first motion made by BZA
member Jim Long included granting the permit if all proposed
parking changes were made.
Mike Lovins and John Williams
were the only other "yes" votes
to that motion.
Dave Hornback, Bill Whitaker
and Seiberined against it.
In an çlmrt to come up with a
compronise, Hornback proposed
a new rr4nion that granted a variance allgwing 24 people as long
as ther7 were no violations of
health'or fire codes, the proposed
paskeing changes were made with
the exclusion of parking on Olive
Street, and a re-evaluation of the
permit is made within six months
of the transfer of title.
Whitaker and Sciber were the
only "no" votes to that motion,
which passed 4-2.

a maximum of 24 renters.
"The problem that continues to
concern me is the number of people planned for this house. I see a
fraternity differently from individuals. I won't pretend to know
how to manage the bathroom
space, which I think you can get

0,01

-416'
T
11111

Marine spokesman Col. Fred
Peck also reported gunfire was
heard late Wednesday near the
compound of the former U.S.
Embassy, where Marines are
bivouacked. It was not clear
whether the fire was directed at
the embassy, he said.
At a checkpoint today, a man
in a car raised a gun toward Foreign Legionnaires, and one of the
French soldiers fired a burst from
his automatic weapon. The man
escaped.
About 150 Foreign Legionnaires in Mogadishu are the vanguard of an expected 2,000
French troops.

FROM PAGE 1
the BZA granted a conditional
use permit to allow the fraternity
to move into the house.
Now one is needed to return
the structure to a rooming house.
The house has 14 bedrooms and
one apartment. There are four
shared baths. Chu is planning for

ding
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&
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Prices Good thru December 15,

more than $300 is considered a
Class D felony and is punishable
by one to five years in prison.
Other local merchants said
they are also cracking down on
shoplifting. Two way mirrors,
mirrors hanging in the store and
electronic devices are all helpful,
but one store manager said keeping an eye out is still the best
way to stop a shoplifter.
He said a perpetrator will often
give himself away. For instance,
if a person comes into the store
on a warm day wearing an overcoat, it is likely he will try to
steal.
The same manager said his
store has estimated at least
S10,000 is lost annually to
shoplifters.
"lf we can't make a profit, we
can't stay in business," he said.
Jones and the retailers urged
shoppers to report shoplifters if
they sec them. With that kind of
community involvement, they
said consumers can save themselves money.

FROM PAGE 1

•BZA approves...
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Waterfall Clusters
1 4 CARAT'

The Murray Fire Department answered a call at Coastal Mart at the intersection of 10th and Chestnut Streets. According to reports, approximately two
gallons of fuei had spilled Firemen used special pads to absorb the fuel

CLARIFICATION

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
or

FIREMEN ABSORB SPILL AT STATION

FROM PAGE 1
U.N. officials estimate, and hundreds of thousands more are at
risk of starvation, especially in
the interior.
"I've been waiting for this day
for so long," Victor Tanner, a
UNICEF worker, said after the
Americans took charge of the
seaside airfield.

Dec. 10-13
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

759-1752

The Murray Firs Department was dispatched to a two-vehicie personal injury
acesdont Wednasetay at 442 p.m. involving an Oidernobol• Cutlass and a
Lincoln Continental According to reports, a 14-year-old female was transMurray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance She complained
poned
of arm pan Five firemen, one *Nine and the rescue vehicle responded
The accident report was unavaile.

•'Sporadic'gunfire reported...

Home For
The Holidays
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

FIRE DEPARTMENT RESPONDS TO WRECK

The

III Registry campaigns...
FROM PAGE 1
"There's always potential for
those PACs to be used, esen
within the partY of the person or
persons ha.ing the PACs, to perpetuate themselves in the leadership position," Rose said.
"There's the potential to give
money only to those who would
support you in leadership"

WASHINGTON (AP) —
number of Americans filing new claims for jobless
benefits dropped by 313.000 in
Late November to the lowest
its el in more than three years,
the government said today.
The labor Department said
first-time applications for
unemployment insurance totaled 124,0(10 during the week
ended Nov. 28, down sharply
from 362,000 the previous
week.
It was the smallest number
of new claims since 323,0(X)
were filed during the week
ended Sept. 23, 1989. In
advance of the report, some
analysts had expected claims
to fall only about 2,000.
The department said part of
the decline may have been due
to a shorter workweek because
of the Thanksgiving Day
holiday.
Suit, it was the 10th straight
week that claims remained
below 400,000, leading analysts to believe that the unemployment situation gradually is
improving.
The department reported last
week that the jobless rate fell
to 7.2 percent in November
from 7.4 percent a month earlier and the recent peak of 7.8
percent last June. At the same
ume, it said 105,0(10 new jobs
were created last month.
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December 13th 1-4 p.m.

Roll Insulation

Mr k Mrs Harry Allison
4 Hwy 121 S Lynnwood Est
2 Endes from Murray
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Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Home tareastaadont company Sine* IASS

9.4t. Is Mrs. Johnny Colson
Hwy 121 S.
at Old Salem Rd.

Purchase Tickets From:
Santa's Attic, Kappa Members or at the door, day of tour.
Cost $500
Proceeds Benefit. Calloway County Chapter Alf1011C1111
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News of the World
RONTATION
SOMALIA: POTENTIAL FOR CONFby
malaria and other

WASHINGTON— Roads turned to mud, soldiers felled
among
diseases and guerrillas emboldened to retrieve hidden weapons are
n
the darker images of a prolonged stay by U.S. forces in Somalia Operatio
swiftly
troops
combat
Mann.
with
start
flawless
a
to
off
pot
Hope
Restore
le
securing the Mogadishu airport and seaport in preparation for large-sca
here for
relief to the famine-stricken nation But Somalia is a land known
anylittle beyond its current chaos. "This is an area Americans don't know
the Horn of
thing about," said Hibaaq Osman, a Somali native working for
don't
Africa Project, a private human rights group in Washington. "They confor
potential
"
The
weather.
the
to
used
not
they're
;
know the language
us
frontation is real, she said. "We're dealing with an extremely dangeroan
r There s
situation," said Marine Corps Lt. Gen Martin L Brandtne
enormous potential for any type of event to occur."

Police unable to locate 4.
man sought in abduction

PEOPLE AT HOME?
AND WHAT ABOUT THElanded
in Somalia to help feed the

GASSA WAY, W Va — As U.S. troops
know
hungry, Patti Carr, unemployed in America's Appalachians, didn'tput our
where her next meal would come from. "I think it's wonderful that we
halt as
effort into helping the people in Somalia, but I also wish they'd put
she
as
ay
Wednesd
said
she
home,"
at
people
helping
much effort into
41, lost her
turned to the United Christian Food Pantry for free food. Carr,
ago. She
job as an office manager when a family business folded two years
with little to live
said a delay in her month's supply of food stamps left her
she said
on. "I don't have milk and bread and the things that I would need,"

TEAM
CLINTON TO NAME ECONOMIC
is making his economic team

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton
Capitol
the centerpiece of his first major appointments, turning to a mix of
s
ambitiou
ation's
administr
new
the
promote
to
veterans
Street
Wall
Hill and
where
n,
afternoo
this
for
ce
conferen
a
news
d
schedule
agenda Clinton
Lloyd
transition and Democratic sources said he would tap Texas Sen.
to head the
Bentsen as treasury secretary and California Rep. Leon Panetta
ay on
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Danville woman escaped with
minor injuries when a man
abducted her at knifepoint after
she stopped to use a pay phone,
police said.
The abduction was the third in
the last week and the fourth in
the Lexington area since October.
Police think the same man is
responsible for at least three of
the attacks.
Elizabeth Wall, 23, had
stopped at the Keenelodge Motor
Inn on Versailles Road. She was
returning to her car to get change
at about 9 a.m. EST Wednesday
when a man grabbed her from the
back seat, put a knife to her
throat and ordered her to drive
away, officials said.
Wall, who said later she was
upset and scared, swerved and
veered off the road as she drove
toward Lexington. The attention
her driving was attracting may
have frightened the man, police
said, and he told her to pull into
Keeneland Race Course.
She drove to a service road just
off the entrance and parked. Her
abductor jumped out and ran
away and she ran toward the
Keeneland clubhouse where she
found security guards.
Police said Wall had minor
cuts on her throat and neck from
the knife.
The description of the man
who attacked Wall is similar to
that of the suspect in two other

MINE
SEVEN BODIES RETRIEVEDof FROM
seven men killed in a coal

NORTON, Va — Searchers found the bodies
them to withmine explosion, but dangerous levels of methane gas forced
the dead Rescue
draw before they could locate an eighth miner or remove
up hope of
workers began drilling a ventilation hole today, but had given stations and
finding the other miner alive "It appears they died at their work
secretary of the U.S.
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Labor Department.
several ambuMonday's explosion were given the news by state police as
lances drove up to the mine

such Lexington incidents —
black, mid-20s, medium complexion and close, sunken eyes.
And he used a knife, as did the
suspect in two other cases.
Lexington police added extra
investigators following the incident and launched special undercover patrols.
"We're going to catch this
guy," Police Chief Larry Walsh
said.
The first attack happened Oct.
10, when a woman returned from
the SuperAmerica at Versailles
Road and Alexandria Drive to
find a man with a gun in the back
seat.

She escaped unharmed after
she popped the clutch and made
her car stall.
The second incident happened
Dec. 2. A man jumped into the
unlocked car of an 114-year-old
high school student as she waited
at a stop sign in the Cardinal Valley neighborhood off Versailles
Road.
Armed with a knife, he forced
her to drive to Masterson Station
Park, where he molested her and
locked her in the trunk. She was
found by city workers an hour
later.
Police think those two are
related to the attack on Wall
because the attacker's description
and methods are similar, and they
happened in the Versailles Road
area.

Second woman
pleads innocent
to boy's murder
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•Calloway...
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Thomas Boysen must appoint
replacements for board members
who leave office before their
terms end.
Officials of the legislature's
Education Accountability Office
and the state attorney general's
office are scheduled to confer
this week on how to deal with
local board members who defy
the anti-nepotism law.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•( lean. Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

LONDON, Ky. (AP) — A
second woman pleaded innocent Wednesday to a murder
charge in the Thanksgiving
Eve jealousy slaying of a
10-year-old eastern Kentucky
boy.
Susanne Baker, 22, of London, was returned from Florida
on Tuesday to face the charge
in the Nov. 25 strangling of
Donald Scott "Scotty" Baker.
During an arraignment Wednesday in Laurel District
Court, Judge John Knox Mills
ordered her held without bond
and scheduled a preliminary
hearing Tuesday.
The woman was charged
along with the boy's stepmother, Stephanie Baker, 22,
of London. Stephanie Baker
and Susanne Baker are not
related.
Police allege the two
abducted the boy from his
Clay County elementary
school, strangled him and
burned his body at an old
strip-mine site in Laurel County. A six-day search ensued,
but autopsy results indicate the
boy was killed the day of his
abduction.
The boy's father. Donnie
Baker, told police his pregnant
wife feared the boy would steal attention away from her
child and wanted him dead.
Stephanie Baker waived a
formal preliminary hearing
Tuesday, and her case will go
straight to a grand jury. She is
also being held without bond
in the Laurel County Detention
Center.
The next grand jury is scheduled to meet Monday and
report Dec. 18.

They are here...The best
Christmas trees in town!
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Let the SHIPPING HEADQUARTERS Package and Ship Your Valuables to the Ones You
Love this Holiday Season!
0 UPS/Federal Express
0 Boxes & Packaging Materials
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Automated
514(Nan Street
Murroy Wortucky 42071
(SOP) 753 8887

0 Reasonable Roles
0 Conuerziently Located

You Are Invited To Our

Christmas Cantata
"Hope Was Born"
presented by the Chancel Choir
Lee Kern, Director
-------
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Sunday,
December 13
During 10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
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Dixieland[11
Do you rememberwhen value and quality
of meat was so important? Well It still is at
Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe.
U.S.D.A. Choice

Briskets
Boneless Center Cut

Pork Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice

Rump Roast
Cube Steaks

2.6

Ns.
•

Fresh Small Pork
a

Spare Ribs
Monday-Friday 9 Lm-6 p.m.;

"Quality And Service Are #1"

MEDICINE SHOPPE

The Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy
12th & Olive Sts.,
Murray
759-9245

We've all had periods of fatigue, but when listlessness persists, you
may have an iron deficiency. Commonly called anemia,one in ten
women suffers from this lack of iron. If you are experiencing persistent symptoms,check with your doctor. Should a supplement be
recommended, be sure it contains about 15 milligrams of elemental
iron. With iron, more is not better, so follow doctor's orders. Also, if
you work out regularly, increase your intake of iron or you may not
gain the energy you expect from your exercise program. Take your
supplement with a glass of orange juice, as Vitamin C boosts your
absorption rate.
To maximize the amount of iron in your diet, choose foods high
in iron, such as, leafy green vegetables, beans, raisins or molasses.
Meat, fish and poultry are high in this mineral, too.
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The Mechcme Shoppe®. We answer all Now questions and guarantee low prices‘m

407 N. 12th St.
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Friday, December 11
MSU Curris Center • 7:30 -11:30 p.m.

Iron Keeps You Pumping
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6.25%
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SHOWDOWN BAND
Admission: $5
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Letters to the Editor
Seeks protests ofsolid waste
Dear Editor
This letter is being written to alen the public to a developing probkm with solid waste (garbage) transfer that is proposed to take place
in Calloway County. In the Dec. 4 edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times. a public notice of application (Application No. 92-555) wit.
printed,for a registered permit-by -rule to operate a transfer MUNI on
Kentucky Lake to handle industrial waste, special waste and solid
waste from New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania and Connecticut. In
the Dec. 8 edition of this newspaper, Mr. Max Canady was kind
enough to again bring this to the public's attention.
In the Dec. 9 edition of the The Paducah Sun. it is reported that the
Graves County firm applying for the permit in Calloway County has
already begun operation of a rail transfer station for garbage in Graves
County at Hickory, Ky.). Apparently the garbage is being shipped an
bales which to quote) "..under normal circumstances. smells no
worse than household garbage." In the unloading process described.
one bale broke _open, exposing rotting garbage from New Jersey to the
placid countryside of Graves County.
Not only will raw, baled garbage be unloaded at a grain terminal,
but this garbage will be trucked past Little Golden Pond. Duncan's
Grocery and Elm Grove, down Main Street in Murray. and on through
either the Lynn Grove or the Stella and Coldwater neighborhoods. The
prospects are that hundreds of loads of raw, rotting (but haled) garbage will be trucked through Calloway County daily — thousands of
truckloads each month. The added danger to people traveling K. 94
and Ky. 121 Highways will be enormous. Please take time to write
Caroline P. Haight, Director
Division of Waste Management
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, KY 40601
to protest -not only the danger of unloading garbage at a grain
terminal. but the increased danger to individuals traveling the narrow,
winding and hilly two-lane roads of Calloway County.
It Grases County citizens cannot stop this garbage from being buried in their backyards, perhaps we can stop it from being trucked
through the center of Calloway County.
Your action in writing is extremely important in our attempt to get
this travesty of Frankfort administration stopped. I urge you to write
today in protest for your family's safety.
Whin B Henley
1305 South 16th Street 'slurray

1
•

Keeping spotlight on the economy
By WALTER R. MEARS
Aimmeisftel Prow News Anaiyedis

WASHINGTON — Political
attention spans often are brief.
measured problem to problem,
diverted as soon as one issue
ebbs and another arises.
President-elect Clinton is trying
to avoid that risk with a—minicampaign meant to keep up the
pressure for his economic revival
plan even if things are getting
better without it.
The economic statistics are
heartening, he says, but that
doesn't mean that the problems
are fixed. Besides. Clinton said.
there is no evidence the country
really is coming out of the slump.
The improved Statistics could
provide more leeway as Clinton
decides on details of his shortterm economic program. But the
situation also could ease the pressure on Congress to act promptly
on his proposals next year, and
that's what he is trying to avoid.
Hence his wary, even pessimisuc appraisals during two days of
appearances in Chicago and
Washington, a message likely to
he restated Monday and Tuesday
when Clinton holds his economic
conference with about 250 business, academic, labor and business leaders in Little Rock.
That would be an antidote to

the idea Clinton lamented in
Washington, when he complained
that some people were saying
"maybe you don't need to do
anything about this economy
because the unemployment rate is
going down, and housing starts
are up, and everything's just
hunky dory." He said that's
wrong, that "we are nowhere
near to knowing" the slump is
over, and even if it is, long-term
problems demand immediate
action.
Clinton said that's what he was
elected to deliver, and the incoming Congress is pretty .much in
harness to help him do it. Now
he's going to keep the urgency
and momentum going, and avoid
letting signs of better times shift
the kx:us from his priorities.
When attention drifts, one
day's emergency legislation can
become the next week's
afterthought.
After the Los Angeles riots last
spring, President Bush and the
Democratic congressional leaders
pledged swift, cooperative action
on measures to help American
cities cope with economic problems and crime. Urgency yielded
to bickering over terms, the bill
was delayed, and when it did
pass, it carried a tax increase so
Bush vetoed it.
When Jimmy Carter took

office in 1977, a sweeping energy
program was one of his top priorities. He said the problem
demanded "the moral equivalent
of war," but a harsh winter's
energy shortages passed, the
nation was between energy crises
and gasoline lines, and it took
months to get a watered down
version of the Carter plan though
Congress.
"We're too dependent still, in
my judgment, on foreign energy,
we're too inefficient in the use of
our energy," Clinton said Tuesday. He said that is one of the
things undermining U.S. economic strength.
But that's well down the agenda. His economic program priorities are investment incentives, job
training, health care reform,
along with short-term recovery
spurs including public works
spending and, probably, a
middle-income tax cut. He wants
top-bracket tax increases to offset
the costs.
"There is no difference in my
mind between my short-term economic strategy and a long-term
economic strategy, with one
single exception, and that is:
Should the deficit be increased
with a real stimulus in the short
run?" Clinton said. Should the
signs of economic recovery continue, he will have the option of

erasing the exception and trying
to trim the deficit his first year.
Clinton's cautious pessimism
has an ironic ring. Not long ago.
Bush was complaining that Clinton was peddling gloom and
doom, trying to convince voters
that "things are really bad, worse
than they really are."
Bush kept saying the economy
was poised for a comeback. Now
some of his supporters are saying
they told you so. And while the
new president stands to gain the
political benefits of an inaugural
economic rebound, it complicates
his quest for urgent congressional
action on the most important
proposals of his campaign.
"People ask me all the time,
everywhere I go, and I read in the
paper the advice I'm getting, not
to do anything very serious about
the economy because we're coming out of the recession," Clinton
told Gannett Co. publishers and
executives. "And I note that
almost all of these articles are
written interviewing people who
were better off in 1990 than they
were in 1980."
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.)
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Complaint on cable equipment
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Dear Editor'
How much longer are the residents of Murray going to have to be
forced .to put up with our outdated cablevision company'
Televisions now are put on the market "cable-ready." Which means
the cablevision technician comes to your dwelling, attaches a cable to
your television and you're in operation. If you choose to Use 3 remote
.ontrol. the one that came with your television is the only one you
require.
We recently purchased a new television. Our first disappointment
came with the fact that the remote control that came with our television would not work with Murray Cablevision's equipment The company we bought the telesision through obtained a universal-type control that would work.
Now the holidays are coming and grandchildren are coming to visit.
decided to have the Disney Channel turned on for December. That
went fine One phone call and the channel was activated within the
hour. Quick, polite, efficient service. The Chnstmas specials are
spread out over the whole month, which is fine, but I wanted to have a
selection to offer the granckhildren.
Our son, having just returned here, had a VCR he wasn't using and
offered me the use of it to tape the specials. NO problem, right'
Wrong.
The same VCR he had used so successfully in Denver will not work
on Murray Cablevision equipment unless we rent another control box
for the VCR. Back to the office for the second control box. Now,
instead of an idea that should have cost just another S9.05 a month .for
the additional channel the cost has gone up to S14.55 a month but we
should he ready, right? Wrong.
Seems there is a divider switch the cablevision company was supposed to give us with the second control box that was overlooked.
Back to the, cablevision office.
Now we are in operation or as much as we can be. When the VCR
is being preset to record the programs, we can't get it to preset for
more than one channel. When I call the cablevision office, thinking
we had done something wrong. I am told that with their equipment we
can't program for more than one.channel.
If I want to do that I would have to get another VCR an use two,
one for each channel. When I question why other areas are able to do
this, I am once again told that "with our equipment" that's the only
way it can be done. Needless to say, I won't go through this again, but
that is not the point.
With the rates we are paying, shouldn't the company who has been
given the right to monopolize this area be expected to update their
equipment? Or is it their desire to keep the status quo so they can
charge for all the extras that other areas are not being charged for?
I feel they should be told to update their equipment or the contract
given to someone who could better stovicr our area without charging
for services that other areas don't have to pay extra for.
I would like to say I have no complaint with Murray Cahlevision's
personnel. They have been very polite and tried to be helpful. My
complaint is with their equipment.
Linda Hulslander
811 South 4th Street, Murray

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
minters will not be published). Letters should be
necessary (le
if possible and &old be on topics of
typewritten and
be more dm. 100 words. The Murray
not
mast
Letters
general interest.
& Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
WW1 should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Bo: 1040, Marrayt KY 42071._

NOW ANP TAN k SECRET SERVICE AGENT WILL LOSE IT.

Children should be clean, not heard
At the urging of many frazzled
HOYKO SAYS
parents.I'm renewing my humanitarian campaign against buying noisy
toys for other people's kids. With
Christmas coming, this becomes an
urgent matter, almost a crisis. Once
those greedy little hands rip open
the boxes, eardrums begin vibratSyndicated columnist
ing.
shopping
And 1 will pass along a
up. I seldom do that but I recently
stumbled across a remarkable gift ask? Actually, it's just a bar of soap.
That doesn't sound like much,but
for children.
isn't an ordinary bar of soap.
this
most
ago,
time
some
As I noted
Several years ago, Jacobson had
noisy toys arc bought by grandthis idea. A vision, really.
parents, aunts, uncles and friends He knew that children,especially
endure
to
have
not by parents who
the screeching, howling, clacking, little boys, enjoy being dirty. They
hate washing. To them, cleanliness
and thumping of these devices.
not next to godliness- it is next to
is
people
These well-intentioned
being forced to eat steamed vegbuy the hellish gifts, bask in the
gratitude of the children, then go etables.
There is something deep in the
home and leave the parents to suffer
of little boys to want to get
nature
consequences.
the
filthy and stay that way.
This can have grave consequIn olden times, this didn't matter
ences. Al some point, one of the
parents might shout "Turn that because everybody got filthy and'
stayed that way. People seldom
thing OW"
Which can lead to the child bathed. Even wealthy nobles, who
believing it is unloved, or that the just doused themselves with perparents we stiffs. And that in turn, fume.
However, with modern plumbing
could result in enormous bills for
and showers, Americans became
long-term therapy.
So if you have any compassion, obsessed with cleanliness. In just a
you will buy quiet toys. Preferably couple of generations, we went
quiet toys that don't have to be put from the ritual of the Saturday bath
together while trying to follow to the daily morning shower.
But the instincts of kids, espedirections written in English by
someone who knows only Chinese. cially little boys, remain the same.
They just want to get all grimy and
Now, for that shopping up.
It is the creation of a man named grungy and sweaty and go to bed
John Jacobson, an architect and that way.
That leads to conflict with painventor. He appears to be a genius.
you
thing.
which brings on hurt feelings,
wonderful
rents,
What is this

Mike Royko

trauma,and the disintegration of the
family and society as we know it.
That's what John Jacobson's idea
was all about: "I've always been
intrigued with the notion of a reward
for getting yourself clean."
So he thought: "Put something in
the soap and the children will
come."
But what? And he had the idea for
that. too.
For some reason, children love
dinosaurs. They always have. Well,
maybe not back in cave man days
when a dinosaur might eat a child,
but in modem. times.
So Jacobson put one and one
together. Soap and a dinosaur. And
he had: "Dinosaur Egg Soap."
It is soap shaped like a very large
egg. It is speckled and comes in all
sorts of colors.
But inside the soap is, as it says on
the box: "a safe, cuddly, non-toxic
dinosaur."
Every time the soap is used, it
becomes slightly smaller. Then the
tail or nose pokes out. As time
passes, the feet, the back, more of
the heed appear. Finally, there it is:
one or several creatures with names
like Tyrannowashus Rex or Pieranosoapodon.(Helps the kid build a

vocabulary, too.)
The result is that children who
have Dinosaur Egg Soap actually
want to wash. I have seen this
miracle with my own eyes: a 5year-old boy washing his hands
before every meal,after going to the
bathroom, and demanding his daily
dip in the tub. And that's a kid who
used to feel undressed without halfa
pizza smeared across his chest.
With this idea, Jacobson started
his company: Colossus Corporation, in New Haven, Conn. "The
company was just me, but I wanted
people to think it was big, so I gave
it a big name."
Since then, he has sold hundreds
of thousands of the eggs. He also
invented Boo-Boo adhesive bandages; Microphone Soap (for singing in the shower),Prince-in-a-Frog
Soap and other swell products. It's
this kind of creativity that made this
country great. The Soviet Union
wouldn't have collapsed if it had
been capable of giving its people
dinosaurs in their soap.
• So here is a gift that is quiet, safe,
and inexpensive(S5 in the gift shop
where I bought mine). The parents
will love you for it.
The kids will like it, too, once
they get over the initial shock of
ripping open the box and finding
that they have received soap for
Christmas.
Of course, some kids cheat. They
soak the bar overnight or just smash
it open and grab the dinosaur.
If they do that, don't worry. It just
means that those kids will probably
wind up as big successes on Wall
Street or in Congress.

•••-•
.••

•• •••
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse adds
to holidays with
two one-act plays

Heather Von Volkinburg (back) and Bethany O'Rourke, ballet
students of Nancy Z. Nerney, stretch out during rehearsal. The
students performed selections from "The Nutcracker" Dec.6 with
the piano students of Eleanor Brown. The dancers will repeat
their performance Dec. 12 at 11 a.m. at the Woodmen of the
World Hall as part of the annual Christmas party class.

Man known for being unknown
By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer

NEW YORK — It was while
doing a story on the "Jeopardy!"
game show craze that a certain
TV newsman made a crack about
his famous lack of fame.
A few months later, the journalist, whose theme song could
be "Hey, DON'T Look Mc
Over," happened to be tuned to
the show when, under the rubric
"BB," this question flashed on
the screen: "He calls himself
unknown
'20 - 20's
correspondent."
"I don't even think I was the
$100 question," Bob Brown says
now, smiling. "Maybe $80.
"Nobody got it."
After 13 years and 250 stories
for ABC's popular "20-20"
magazine, the man those "Jeopardy" contestants couldn't name
still enjoys something other than
celebrity.
Maybe that's because he's a
reporter who won't let the camera
get in his average-guy face. Maybe because when he picks up the
microphone, be puts away the
pronoun "1."
"Let the story tell itself," says
Brown, who has won five Emmys
sticking to that hang-back
approach. "Let the viewers find
obi for themselves."
Thanks to Brown, viewers
through the years have found out
about "Jeopardy!" and George
Burns, bass fishing and symphony conductors, voice mail and
a rape offender treatment program, pet shrinks and an autistic
savant artist.
Friday night at 10 p.m. EST on
"20-20," Brown brings them
Steve Martin.
Visiting Martin on the Dallas
set of his new film "Leap of
Faith" and in his Beverly Hills
home, Brown was unfazed that
this supremely gifted comedian
was, offstage, anything but a
laugh riot.
"I had been told that he was
not a good intervieV, because
he's shy and reserved and tends
to be a little dull sometimes,"
says Brown. "My reaction was,
'Great! I tend to be a little dull.
I'm shy and reserved. This guy is
my kind of interview.' "
During the segment, Martin
comes across as a reflective man
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who, long after he stopped wearing an arrow through his head,
still is mistaken for a wild and
crazy guy — even when he's
shopping.
"I can say 'How much is this
item?' and they laugh," he tells
Brown in the interview. "And
then I have to kind of express
that I'm serious."
The moral of Brown's thoughtful report, as it is with many he
does: to see something new, just
take another look, and I don't
mean at me.
A TV newsman since the early
1960s, Brown in the mid-'70s
found himself cast in a starring
role. But his run as weeknight
anchor in Dallas was short-lived
after a consultant was brought in
to evaluate the station's talent. It
turned out that, in a galvanic skin
response test, tapes of Brown
somehow didn't make viewers
throb or sweat.
Nor, most likely, would they
today. Welcoming a guest to his
Manhattan home one recent afternoon, he is still a fellow from
Tulsa, Oka., in sweater and jeans
who seems a little surprised to
find himself in the 46th-floor
suite he and his wife Nancy have
just rented.
But as a member of ABC News
since 1977, Brown long has held
his own in the powerful company
of "20-20" co-hosts Barbara
Walters and Hugh Downs and a
strong team of fellow
correspondents.
He does it with restraint, and
respect for the power at hand.
"With television, it's all an
optical illusion." he says. —The
pictures don't really move. So as
soon as you present a piece of
journalism on television, you're
immediately fooling the audience
in a basic kind of way.

Exhibit features local students

Playhouse in the Park will
tie adding to the good cheer of
the season with two heartwarming, one-act plays.
The first "Gift of the Maji."
an adaptation of the classic 0.
Henry story, is the tale of a
lovable, young couple who
find that the joy of giving is
the greatest Oft of all.
Directed by Robert Valentine and narrated by John Pasco and Suzanne V. Meeks, this
performance is sure to be that:
oughly enjoyable for children
and adults alike.
The next play in the the theater's yuletide lineup is the
comedy "The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever." a story about
the boring, annual church
Christmas play that becomes
the talk of the town when it is
taken over by the Herdmans, a
close-knit family of hoods who
are by popular vote "the meanest kids in town."
Pat Clement will direct this
play with a cast of witty,
energetic children, including
the family team of Art and
Rebecca Cripps, ages 12 and
7, joined onstage by their
mother Candi, and backstage
by their brother, Justin, 10.
When asked about the production, assistant director Pete
Lancaster said "I'm very
impressed with the talent that
the young people in this show
possess. It's amazing to work
with them."
Combined under the title
"Home for the Holidays,"
these two productions are sure
to draw crowds and sell out
fast. Performance dates are
Dec. 10-12 at 8 p.m. with a
Sunday performances Dec. 13
at 2 p.m. Phone 759-1752 for
reservations.

Five Calloway County students
are among those featured in
-Teen Spirit," a nine-county competitive art exhibit which opens
Dec. 13 and continues through
Ian. 17 at the Yeiser Art Center.
Nathaniel Bazzell, Gene
McDonald, Paul Camfield, Trish
Bandana and Danny MacDunn
are part of the exhibit featuring
students from 16 schools in Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Livingston,
McCracken and Marshall counties in Kentucky as well as Massac County (Ill.) High School and
South Fulton (Tenn.) High
School.
Baize'', a Calloway County
High School student, was
selected to receive a cash award.

One hundred and fifty-one students entered 273 works for consideration by John Streetman,
director of the Evansville (Ind.)
Museum of Arts and Sciences,
the competition's juror. Streetman selected 53 works for the
exhibition.
"Surely, even the most casual
visitor to the center during the
five-week run will agree that art
students, teachers and parents
alike can take justifiable pride in
the results of their hard-won
efforts," Streetman said. "In this
holiday season, it is especially
gratifying to see the promise of
so many thoughtful and talented
young people, who will soon
make their way into a world in
dire need of visual art's lasting

Jones announces
aviation contest

gifts."
Works in all media, including
pen and ink, graphite, oil, acrylic,
watercolor, printmaking, textiles,
collage, ceramics, sculpture,
photography and mixed media,
were entered.
A reception to recognize the
participants, award winners and
art programs of the region's
schools will be held Sunday from
2-4 p.m. The public is invited.
The Yeiser Art Center is
located in the historic Market
House at 200 Broadway in Paducah and is accessible to individuals with disabilities. The center is
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday and 1-5 p.m.
Sunday. For more information
call (502) 442-2453.

4S•

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

FRANKFORT — Gov. Brereton Jones recently announced the
1993 International Aviation Contest for Kentucky youth.
The competition, sponsored by
the National Aeronautic Association, the National Association of
State Aviation Officials and the
Aeronautique Internationale, is
being coordinated in the state by
the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's Office of Aeronautics.
The contest's theme is "Flight,
Yesterday and Tommorrow." Its
three age categories arc 5-8, 9-12
and 13-16.
All youth are encouraged to
participate in the contest, which
will end Feb. 1, 1993, when
entries must be received by the
Office of Aeronatics.
For more information, contact
Dana Dawkins, state coordinator,
Office of Aeronatucs at (502)
564-4480.

Evory Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

ENJOY
Fabulous Christmas Buffet

Served Every Day Monday thru Saturday
Turkey & Dressing 7- Baked Ham Fish - Large Selection of Vegetables - 9
Salad Bar - Desserts

6.95

763-4242
Hwy. 641 North. Murray

Seven Seas

SHIPPING EXPRESS

Calendart

with

UPS
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BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Murray/Calloway County Chamber of•Commerce

Dec. 10-13
Theatre production —
"Home for the Holidays,"
admission, 8 p.m., FridaySaturday, 2 p.m. Sunday, Playhouse in the Park.
Dec. 17
Meeting — Murray Calloway County Camera
Club, free, 7 p.m., Calloway
County Public Library.
Through December
Exhibit — Nathan B. Stubblefield, ,free, Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
Exhibit — "MurrayCalloway County Quilts." free,
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Exhibit — "Antiques," free,
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
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Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharm
753-4175
"Always Wanting To Serve You Better."
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Baseball * Basketball * Football
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102 N. 5th St.
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Join us as we give thanksfor the light ofthe
star over Bethlehem and the light of Christ's
life.

RACE CARS & HAULERS

KENNER STARTING LINEUP
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The Christmas section of Handel's beautiful
oratio "The Messiah" will be performed by the
chancel choir, soloists, organ, continuo, and
strings.

* Studio * Upperdeck * Leaf * Stadium Club
* Platinum * Ultra Fleer * Pinnacle * Classic

1952-92 Mint & Proof Sets
1980 Commemorative Coins
1986-92 Silver Eagles & Proofs
1971-74 Eisenhower Sets
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To celebrate Christ's life, this Sunday the First
United Methodist Church off the Court Square of
Murray will present a special service of music at
the 10:50 worship service.

HOBEE'S COIN a
SHOPTBALL
CARD
HOCKEY—BASEBALL—BASKETBALL—FOO

COINS
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Read the classifieds

-Winston Cup Racing Cards
-Winston Cup Drag Racing Cards
•Trax Petty Family Racing Cards
-Maxx Racing Cards
-Racing Champion Collectors Car & Haulers
-Match Box Cars & Haulers
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MURRAY TODAY
WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
THEATRES

GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, Dec. 12, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows'

1:30
3:311
7:0S

1:30
3:30
700
3:30

"Jennifer 8"
(Rd

• • • •

The Phantom Mirage
By Marie Jarrett
Scientists have
invented poison
that has clecreased
Scarecrow populations.
Poison for mammals
that feed upon the crops
I hear echoes of your tin-pan
hands clapping

"Malcolm X"
(P(.13,
130
3 SO
7 00
930

Bargain Night
is
Thursday Night!

BR1D AL
Elizabeth Oakley
Jay Wells
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10014 Che.tnut • 753-3311
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have made their selections
t-om our Wedding Registry
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
916 S. 12th, Murray
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The choice Is Yours.

I hear echoes of shots from
your wooden guns.
I see loose baggage
hanging from un-can scats
I see rotted spines
weaken more as the time
moves onward.
All are present echoes
of your declining
presence.
• • • •
Memories
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Memories are a treasure chest
that's always close by
Some make me smile sweetly
others to sigh
People w ill remember things I
remember not at all
They make me hurt laughing

the things they recall
These all have their place in
forming my past
The memories and people that
form life's cast
Memories form impressions,
impressions form a trait
Traits form a character that
helps cast our fate
I'm thankful for parents and a
loving Christian home
I'm thankful for friends and all
they have done
I'm thankful for a family that's
surely the best
I'm successful if contentment

the scene
The city's sounds could not
demean.
Outdoors, God's angel told
shepherds, "Fear not:
A babe. to the world..PEACE
has brought!"
So the shepherds to the stable
went
To worship the Babe God had
sent.
They found Him in the manger
of hay
And knelt there..on the
floor..to pray.
This Baby grew, and taught
God's good will:
His New Testament, which is
good news, still.
At Christmas, we celebrate the
birth
Of Jesus, Who was -God s oh
us" on Earth.
• • • •

Marbles
By Marie Jarrett
I found marbles yesterday.
Underneath the lilac
A red-gold shooting taw
The one small boys shot
I pulled more crowfoot
a deep rooted clump
there amid the roots, a stcclic.
The one that caused a boy to
brag.
I dug more gently around the
root
and found agate, given to his
girl.
Then to my surprise, I found a
clay auggie
I wept with joy and sadness
too

for I found memories
of a long-lost boy.
• • • •

Barnswallows
By Linda M. Siebold

is life's main quest.
• • • •

God With l's
By Linda M. Siebold
It happened in Bethlehem, one
night:
(A wee mouse saw the awesome sight)
A newborn babe in J manger

They display great flying skills
Skimming the mirroring pond
Unerringly catching insects
Till the setting sun's light is

gone.
Then they return to the rafters
High up in our weathered big
barn
To sleep until early daylight
Protected from all kinds of
harm.

Q
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ShoppIng!
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Christian Women's Club will
have Karin Thomas as speaker
lay
In swaddling clothes.,on clean,
sweet hay.
A bright-shining star lighted
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Off
Storewide
:Murray Swre Only)
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Christmas is the time of giving & sharing.
Take 10% Off any non-sale item when you
bring in a canned good to be donated to less
fortunate families of Calloway County.

Also

1/4-1/2 off
'

Sweaters • Stirrups • Dresses..,,
City giblets an tguiett More
or
Choose a gift for the home from our selection
of specialty baskets and decorative items.
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Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a "Candlelight
Chnstmas" luncheon on Tuesday,
Dec. 15, from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at Seven Seas Restaurant. The
cost of the luncheon will be
S4.75 per person.
Karin Elizabeth Thomas of
Paducah will be the guest speaker. She is co-founder of Morningstar Mission and supporter of
Hope Unlimited Pregnancy Crisis
Center, both at Paducah. She
attended college at Weswtminster
Choir College, Princeton, N.J.,
and Academy of Vocal Arts, Philadelphia, Pa. She is married to
Dennis Richard Thomas who
owns two businesses. They have
two children, Shanna and husband. Jason, and Tara.
Mrs. Thomas said "My prayer
for you all daily is that all your
hearts would be united only in
reaching the lost and dying
women of our communities and

th t we would pray for the power
of The Holy Spirit to be in all
ncheons I'm very excited to
re the gospel that has set me
free to be His indeed."
Let Kern, singles minister and
organist/choir director at First
Christian Church, will present
special music. She received her
Associate degree at Peninsula
College, Port Angels, Wash., and
her Bachelor's (HIS.) in 1990
and will receive her Educational
Specialist in Guidance and
Counseling in May 1993 from
Murray State University. She has
two children, Shanna, 17, and
Brandon. 23.
Melva Cooper will present a
special feature on "Holiday Fashions." She will introduce a new
line of clothing for all occasions

Judging of Murray homes for Best Decorated for the holiday season will be this Friday, Dec. 11. Residents are asked to have their
lights on for this special night when the judging will be done by members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club, sponsor
of the event for homes only. Categories will be the following: All
Over Home, Windows, Door, Nativity Scene, and Children. Mary
Wells, chairman of the department, urges the Murray residents to participate in this special event.

Chapter 50 of DAV dinner tonight
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary will have
their annual Christmas dinner tonight (Thursday) at 6 p m at American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray Meat and drinks will be
furnished by the chapter and members are asked to bring vegetables,
salads and desserts. All American Legion Post 73 members and spouses
are invited to meet with DAV chapter for this special event.

Special reception on Sunday
The Murray Independent School District invites its volunteers and business partners to a reception to be held in their honor on Sunday,Dec. 13.
This will be after the Murray High School Band and Choir Concert at 2 p.m.
at Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University . 'Come, celebrate the loy of the season with usl' said Jean Bennett,
volunteer coordinator.

Coles Camp Ground Class will meet
Young Adult Sunday School Class of Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will have a Christmas supper and party at Kenlake Hotel
on Friday, Dec. 11, at 7 p m. For more information call Martha Farris or
Martha Warren.

Lynn Grove breakfast Sunday
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church will have a Christmas breakfast on
Sunday, Dec. 13, at 8 a.m. This will be followed by a Christmas program at
930 a.m. The pastor, the Rev Gene Burkeen, invites the public to attend

Coldwater program on Sunday
Coldwater United Methodist Church will have a Christmas program on
Sunday, Dec. 13, at 6 p.m. This will be followed by a time of fellowship and
refreshments_ The pastor, the Rev. Gene Burkeen, invites the public to
attend.

Cherry Corner program on Sunday
The Youth Group of Cherry Corner Baptist Church will present a play
entitled 'The Greatest Gift of All" on Sunday, Dec. 13, at 6 p m at the
church. The public is invited to attend For more information call 759-4489

Dexter Seniors plan potluck
Dexter Senior Citizens will have a !Potluck dinner on Saturday, Dec 12,
from 11 .30 a.m to 12.30 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center A donation
of $3 per person is asked with funds to be used for the upkeep of the building, according to Elsie Springer, area director, who invites all seniors to

attend

Camp 1460 of SCV to meet tonight

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will have a holiday luncheon meeting on Friday, Dec 11, at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Lola Belle Hodges will give a Christmas
reading. Music will be presented by Margie Shown and James Frank.

Women's Society plans event
Karin E. Thomas
to the Murray area. These include
21 colors with or without painting and/or appliques. She and
her husband, Charles Cooper,
retired to Murray four years ago
after living in the Detroit, Mich.,
area. They have recently completed their new home on Taylor's Store-Harris Grove Road.
They have two daughters and
four grandchildren.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday evening, Dec. 13, by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards,
753-8034.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Mrs. Cooper,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

liday Special
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Murray Today editor

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No 1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 30 p m at Water Valley United Methodist
Church The Rev, Charles Blair, speaker, will talk on his ancestors'
viewpoint of the War Between the States Members are urged to be present
and visitors are welcome

Parcyln Wax Manicures • Fiberglass & Acrylic
Nails • Linen Wraps
*
Gift Certfficates Available!
753-7441
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Murray State University Women's Society will have a Christmas Cookie
Exchange on Saturday, Dec. 12, from 10 a m. to noon at the home of Vicki
Jones, 714 Main St., Murray. Each one is asked to bring a batch of your
favorite cookies and a container or two to take cookies home. Also members
may want to prepare recipe cards to share with others. Membership dues
are $5. Any one needing a ride call 753-1863. Dress will be informal. Members are asked to call by today (Wednesday) to Mrs Jones at 753-1863 or
Carol Bylaska, 753-6230 or 762-2999.

Gospel singing planned Friday
'A Classic Christmas* in Concert will be Friday, Dec 11, at 7 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Featured will be The Nelons and
Wendy Bagwell and the Sunlighters. Tickets are $7 at the door or $5 in
advance. Advance tickets are on sale at all area Christian Bookstores Special rates will be for groups of eight or more. This is being sponsored by
Christian Radio Station WVHM, at Hardin. Ticket orders may be mailed to
KingsWood Promotions, Rt. 1, Box 211, Almo, Ky. 42020 For other information call 759-1979

Shower planned'for Mayalls
A shower for Dr. Lynn Mayall and his wife, Mary, will be Saturday. Dec.
12, at 2 p.m. at Temple Baptist Church, Coldwater Road, in front of MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds. The Mayall home was recently
destroyed by fire. The shower is being given by the women of the church
and the public is invited to attend.

Delta Department breakfast planned
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a breakfast on
Saturday, Dec. 12, at 9 a.m. at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Music
will be by John Wood with the Rev. James Simmons as speaker Hostesses
will be Janice Weaver, Linda Clark and Janice Hooks.

Special library event Saturday
Calloway County Public Library has announced that a special program of
Christmas stones and puppets will be presented Saturday, Dec. 12, from 10
to 11 a.m, in the meeting room of the library. This will feature Brenda
Gough, Children's Libranan for the Graves County Public Library. The program wiN be a delightful Christmas treat for preschoolers and school age
children, said Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director for the Calloway County
Public Library. There is no charge.

Guild of Organists will meet
The American Guild of Organists will have its annual Christmas Carol
Song and Party on Friday, Dec. 11, at 730 pm at the home of Kathern and
Edward Nedwton, East Heacock St. at Totem Pole, Jonesboro, III Singing
of CP1713111104 MON will be accompanied by members of Southern Illinois
Chapter/Age playing the Newton's Austin pipe organ A holiday meal prepared by the Newtons will be served. For carpool information or other informabon, contact Jim Patton, Benton, 1-527-0009

Cumberland Boys concert planned
The Cumberland Boys of Nashville. Tenn., will present a concert on Friday, Dec. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church, 103 South Poplar,
Paris, Tenn. Formerly known as "The Opryland Gospel Quartet,' they first
appeared in the faN of 1960 at Oprytand USA and today they still perform six
days at week during Opryland's operating season. They have appeared in
many television specials. The group is composed of Depp Bon, Bill Britt, Jim
Worthing, Steve Goforth and their four piece band. There is no admission
U be taken.
charge b4 a free will oftefln
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20% OFF STOREWIDE SALE

Thurs., Dec. 10 - Sat., Dec. 12
*Christmas Pottery *Decorated Wreaths *Angels
'Peppermint Candles *Ornaments 'Collectible Santas

Annual Kappa Tour
of Homes scheduled
on Sunday afternoon

11=

"Christmas in the Country"
will be theme of the 1992 tour of
homes by Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club on Sunday, Dec. 13, from I to 4 p.m.
Tickets are $5 per person to tour
all four homes. These may be
purchased at Santa's Attic, from
Kappa members or at any of the
homes the day of the tour.
Proceeds from the tour will
benefit the Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross
AIDS Education Program.
"The four premier country
homes chosen by Kappa members
for the tour all reflect the ever
increasing trend toward country
or suburban living by Americans.
While each home has its own
unique beauty, each reflects the
individual needs and tastes of the
owners," said Marsha Tucker,
Kappa publicity chairman.
Homes to be visited are the
following: Tripp and Sharon Furches, Highway 94 West, three
miles from Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Yates, Robinwood Drive off
Oaks Country Club Road, in Misty Meadows Subdivision, off
Highway 94 West; Harry and Sue
Allison, Lynnwood Estates,
Highway 121 South, two miles
from Murray; and Johnny and
Debbie Colson, Old Salem Road
off Highway 121 South.
The Furches home, a traditional, two-story brick, was built in
1991 on a 200-acre farm that has
been a Furches propeny for more
than 30 years. This farm home
includes three bedrooms, formal
living and dining rooms as well
as a study for Mr. Furches. The
home features many antiques and
accessories acquired in their
travels, and several pieces inherited from both families. They
have two children, Janna, 10, and
Bryan, 8.

it

HOLLAND DRUGS
44/EIZIAr IPAik*
'
4
Iht<tb47A1M‘g
—

The Yates home, an elegant,
two-story, New England style
affair, bumps up directly to the
Oaks Country Club fairway. The
interior decor contains both Williamsburg and Charleston, S.C.,
influences featuring many antiques collected through the years
by Mrs. Yates. Her collections
reveal her love for dogs with
statues in many rooms. Also a
collection of Bybee pottery which
is very old and crafted in Kentucky is featured. The home will
be decorated for the holidays in
with a Williamsburg theme.
The Allison home, a sprawling
red brick, can easily be spotted
by the patriotic American flag in
front. It has four bedrooms, four
baths, living room, dining room,
den, kitchen, Florida room and
double garage. The house has a
country theme throughout, with
the exception of the den, which
has been decorated with a southwest flavor. The Allisons, who
enjoy entertaining, also boast an
attached 70' x 40' pool house
with a 40' x 30' indoor pool and
hot tub.
The Colson home, a Victorian
farmhouse, was built between
July 1990 and May 1991 by Colson and three other men. The
home features a wrap around
porch and gingerbread trim on
the gables and porches, and teal
alcoa siding topped by a red metal roof. Inside features include an
interior staircase newel of solid
walnut, all antique doors, and
many, many antiques. The house
has a 50s room with a sponged
floor and a collection of clocks
and dishes. There is also a Christmas room where Sants and trees
are visible year round. The Colsons plan to have at least 20
Christmas trees on the day of the
tour.

Allison home on Highway 121 South

FORMAL WEAR

`-lfj

HEADQUARTERS

izi N

See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!

& tuxedos.
Formal gowns
pn
1)0*)
st.uck

Olympic I'laza
Murray
753-1300

•
Atari-

f 141,-.41/

,,
lt•••••-.r.inno:
,
iirriggrrirro""

Brown Duck
Youth Coveralls
Sizes 4-18

Key Coveralls,
Bibs - Jackets

"SALE PRICED"
POINSETTIAS

Furches home on Highway 94 West

Red - Pink - White
Large Bushy Plants

6" pots 5525 8" pots

Large Selection

50°/0 Off

SOUTHERN STATES
753-1423

Industrial Rd.

Yates home on Robinhood Drive

L.

Holiday
Trimmings.

Gelve A
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Hardee's is trimming the
price on your holiday
favorites. Happy
Holidays, indeed.
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Local couple to be honored
for their 64th anniversary

riv 1.rig

Another year has gone by and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil N. Gibbs are
nearing their 64th wedding anniversary. They were married Dec. 15,
1928, at Paris, Tenn., with the late J.L. and Cornelia Lawson Ellison
as their attendants.
Mr. Gibbs was 86 on Oct 6 and is the son of the late Jesse and
Jersye Roark Gibbs of Calloway County. He has one sister, Mrs.
charles W. (Rella) Jenkins of Madisonville.
Mrs. Gibbs. the former Rachel Barber. was 82 on Oct. 1. She is the
daughter of the late Herman 0. and Ava Allbouen Barber. She has
two sisters, Mrs. Ann Hays. Murray, and Mrs. Mildred Eberle of

CA-ristmas

Story"
4

\s\\A

y_EA._SANr

6.90/
<<'

Michigan.

Virgil and Rachel will observe their wedding anniversary quietly at
their home on Rt. 2, Murray, Penny-Airport Road, on Sunday, Dec.
13. Relatives, neighbors and friends may call between the hours of
1:30 to 3 p.m. The family requests that guests 1601 bnng gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibbs are the parents of Jean Gibbs Woods, Glen B.
Gibbs and wife, Lou. and Dwaine Gibbs and wife. Sherry, all of Murray. One daughter. Doris Gibbs Moms, is deceased.
Their grandchildren are Mrs. Teresa McCuiston and husband, Bobby McCuiston 11, Glen W. Gibbs and wife. Debbie, Jody H. Gibbs.
Joanna Gibbs. Michael W. Morris and wife. Joan, all of Calloway
County. and Mrs. LIS3 DeMoss and husband. Bruce DeMoss II, Kenton, Tenn.
Their great-grandchildren are Tripp and Whitley McCuiston, Justin,
Cody Ray and Todd Gibbs. Shane and Stacey Morris, all of Calloway
County, and Jesse Daniel DeMoss, Kenton, Tenn.

METHODIST CHURCH
1 3.'"
DEC. 1
6:00-9:00 NIGHTLY
ize Christmas Lrq comes afi

CALENDAR
Thursday, Dec. 10
Murray C111 Council/5
p.m./Murray Citsi Hall.

Thursday, Dec. 10
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

New Horizons Singles/5:30-8
p.m./First Christian Church.

Blood River Baptist Association
Mission Board meeting/Westide
Baptist Church/6 p.m.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray
Chapter No. 50 Royal and
Masters/ 7 : 30
Select
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9
am.-noon and Pulpit Nominating
Committee/7 p.m. at Clements
home; Called session meeting
with Presbytery Committee/7
p.m.
First Christian Church events
include CWF Group 1V/noon in
Fellowship Hall with Vicky Holton, hostess; Singles/6 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Womenn p.m.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Scnior Citizens
Center, Benton. Infor153-8136 or
435-4314.

Murray State University Racer
Basketball team plays VASDA
USA/7:30 p.m./Racer Arena.

Holiday program planned on Monday

Lake-Land Apostolic Church
events Include talk by Vernon
Wagoner/7 p.m.

"A Chnstrnas Card," a special
musical program, will be presented in the lobby of the downtown branch of Bank of Murray
on Monday, Dec. 14, at 1 p.m.
This will be performed by

Primary 2 students of Holly
Bloodworth and Tina Dunn of
Robertson Elementary School.
The students, some dressed as
angels and snowmen, others in
Christmas attire, will sing several
holiday favorities includin

"Rudolph the Red Nosed Rein- Singles Organizational Society
deer," "Frosty the Snowman," (SOS)/6:30 p.m./Delamar's
"Jingle Bells," "Joy to the Restaurant. Info/Pamela,
World," and "We Wish You a 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Merry Christmas."
The performance is free and
Friday, Dec. 11
the public is invited to attend.
Laryngectosee Support
Group/4 p.m/private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. Movie and walking planned.
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adults to
Adsmore/10 a.m.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m/open to
newcomers/American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Holly Bloodworth, left. and Tina Dunn, right, Primary 2 teachers
at Robertson School, rehearse a scene with their students.

*

*

:1;

*

*

.1;

*

*

*

*

SIRMIITS

Three newborns and dismissals listed
in Monday report of the local hospital
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Garrison baby boy. parents, Tamra
and lAtchael. Rt 5, Box 473, Murray:
Elvin baby boy, parents, Lynne Yarbet and James, Rt. 2, Box 103-C,
Buchanan. Tenn.;
Fowler baby boy, mother, Gelneva
Fowier, Rt. 5, Box 87, Benton;
Walker baby girl, parents, ()Jamie
and Winston, 1415 Henry, Murray

Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Anne James, Rt. 7, Box
72, Murray: Mrs. Mary Ann Clark, 2206
,Ouail Creek, Murray;

Entire stock of
Fall Dresses
1/3 to 1/2 OFF
Entire stock
Leather & Suede
Skirts & Shorts

50% OFF
•

Entire stock
Fall Coordinates

What A Bright Idea!
A BRIGHT'S Gift
Certificate!
Entire stock of
SUITS
1/3 OFF

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

1/4 to 1/3 OFF

1/4 to 1/2 OFF
Downtown - Murray

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7-11:30 p.m. Christmas
Dance/Curris Center, Murray
State University. Info/Pamela,
753-7638 or Jeanne, 75300224.
Murray High School events
include J.V., Varsity Boys and
Varsity Girls with Marshall
County High School.
Calloway County High School
events include triplehead basketball games with Hickman County
at Jeffrey gym.
Murray State University Lady
Race Basetball team plays Southern Illinois-Carbondale/7
p.m/Racer Arena.

TWELVE DAYS
OF CHRISTMAS

American Quarter Horse
Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky
Expo Center. Admission free.

Man‘ others

Sleepwear &
Loungewear
25% to 40% OFF
Mos.-Set. 9:304:30
Sac 1-5 pa.

Sanctuary Sunday School
Class/Memorial Baptist Church/6
p.m./Fellowship Hall.

Pier 1 Imports will be celebrating the
season by offering a sale on different
merchandise each day for 12 days.
* Sat., Dec. 12

Pillows, Cushions
& Throws
* Sun., Dec. 13 All Dinnerware
* Mon., Dec. 14 All Baskets

Shoes & Boots

Junior & Missy

Olga, Playtex, 84,
Maidenform

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Infor/53-TEEN.

SALE

Sam and Libby,
Naturalizer, Lifestride

Selected Bras

Rave Jackson, Rt. 1, Hardin. Mrs
Rosales Jolene Paoock, HC 75 Box
109-A. New Concord;
Finis Griffith, 1524 Lincoln Dr., Murray; Mrs Zetta B Bryant. 116 Bradley
Hills Rd, Dover, Tenn.,
Marion S Harper, Rt 2, Box 729,
Mayfield; Mrs. Ruby Keel, 315 Wood.
lawn, Murray;
Mrs Johnnie Oliver, P.O. Box 1146,
Cadiz; Ms Matte Lamb, E-4 Coach
Estates, Murray;
Miss Hilda Louise Moody, Rt. 8, Box
950, Murray; Luther Blanton, 1208
Melrose Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Iva Nelson, Rt. 1, Dexter; Terry
L. Walter, Rt. 5, Box 389-A, Benton:
Miss Tammy Huff, Rt. 1, Box 302-B,
Almo; Mrs. Tamers Henderson and
baby girl, 1409 Poplar, Murray.

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30
p.m./lodge hall.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/I -924-5602.

20% OFF
20% OFF
20°/8 OFF

Drapery Cleaning

...AND CONTINUING...
* Tues., Dec. 15
* Wed., Dec. 16
*Thurs., Dec. 17
* Fri., Dec. 18
* Sat., Dec. 19
* Sun., Dec. 20
* Mon., Dec. 21
* Tues., Dec. 22
* Wed., Dec. 23

Placemats, Tablecloths,
& Napkins
All Glassware
All Brass
Christmas Ornaments
Christmas Greenery
All Christmas Decorations
Scented Products
All Rugs
Christmas Candles

Is
Profassiaaslly Classed
Is Your nom&
'maim about sow Mawr servissa

Merl imports

Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning.
Weed Mere • Restoration &Mess
Can 755-1707

for a FREE estimate.

'Saturday 9-00-6 GO

ServicemAsIER.

1205 13 Chestnut St. 'UNIVERSITY PLAZA* 753-1851

Reskieroul And I • ,r11fTWIC 141

Open 'Sunday 1:00-5-03

'Monday-Friday 9:00.8:00
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Christmas

'The

Giftsfrom A to Z can be
found right here in your
hometown.
is for...

is for...
A Lot of T-Shirts!

Jingle &Jolly &Jovial&Jctm&Jelly
& Joseph & Jehovah &. Joyful
Visions If you take a Juant to...

We Have GUIs For Everyone

S._4AL GIFTS FOP SPECIAL

EOPLE ON SPECIAL OCCASN
_
191
••

is or... Your Best Bet
in Holiday
Cleaning &
Alterations
ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

Santa's Attic
On the Square, Murray

is for... SAVINGS OF
10%-30% EVERDAY
On Famous Name Brands.
Check Out Our Great Stocking Stuffers...Shoe
Clips, Shoe Polishes, Socks, and Laces

sHoe sensa-non

Divine Martial Arts
753-3204
753-4894

is for...

is for... Christmas at
Roy's Discount
Pharmacy

753-8212

is for... Karate for Christmas
Give a month's
membership for that
special someone.
Court square
Murray

Arnica R.4. rie 74 P•10.4 Rica

Chestnut Hills, Murray • 753.6242 • Ky. Oaks Mall, Paducah • 443.1331

Luxurious like our selection
of fine gold & silver jewelry.

is for. Teacher Gifts

Pearls • Diamonds • Precious &
Semi-Precious Stone • Necklaces
Rings • Bracelets • Earrings
'Jewelry Ad

as arlorseaable as Ike

MONI011

from

roao wars a

TREASURE HOUSE

\

Large selection of
TREASURE TROLLS
Now Available
753-2380

Olympic Plaza

Jack Frost & Jangle &

At/C•V1SA
University Square Hwy. 641 N.

Fine Jewelry

Dbe. • Am. Exp.
753-0949

is for... Merry Christmas
is for.. Down-Home
Cookin 'at
"There's No Place Like Homeplace"
759-1864

is for... the Extra-Special
& Exciting Gifts
You Can Find at

THE EDGE

from...

& Associates
S. 12"' at Sycamore

is for..

753-1651

pir Vision

NEW...

Put A New Car Under Your
Christmas Tree...

Give the gift of sight
for Christmas

Cain's0

.A. Optical_

CHR YSLERPC YWOUTH•CIODGE%JEEP-EA GU

WOMEN'S APPAREL

753-6448

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

is for... Formal Wear
Reserve your tuxedos and
formal dresses for the holidays

is ?Cady
ifir. rt.,
•?„.„,ab

1

3

Shipping

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

HomEPLACE
Murray

is for... UPS

To One and All from...

B

Olympic Plaza, Murray 753-1300
Court Sq. Paris, TN 901-642-5300

753-8641

Times Square
12th St., Murray

is for... Wishing You

is for..*tpic Sticat
4e,
Check with us for special cuts
of meat for the holidays.

• itiriA-rf•Pf•*-1.00.

Our Favorite Customer...
Happy Holidays

4!ilgi,Sik

- GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE Dixieland Center

753-MEAT
•

rGALLERY
The

is for...

Home of the Ultimate in
Custom Framing.
Limited Edition Prints • Silk Greenery
Sculptures • Photo Frames

301 N. 12th St.
University Square

759-1019

is for...

Pizza, Pizza, Pizza!

During the busy holiday season stop by
for our delicious All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffet or get a Pizza to go!

Chestnut Street

753-6656

Xtra Special Christmas SALE
Going On Now!
,or...
is

SAVE ON HUNDREDS OF ITEMS!
Amenca's TOTAL HARDWARE'
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
753-8604
•41

ttgiAL
is for... ..+taLc7
Collectible Ornaments *Cards
Gift Wrap * Delicious Candies
Calendars *Figurines & More!

DMORE
RE A-N-CARD
is for...

chestnut Hills

is for...

YMCA

CHRISTMAS BREAK DAY CAMP
Dec. 21, 22, 23 & 28, 29, 30
Pre-register your child today

Call 759-YMCA
United Wesi

Murray

Images Of The Holidays!

is for... For all your
Shopping needs from

A to Z

CAllisonTkotogfaphy
Harry Allison
Lance Allison

S. eh St.
7534161

607

can be found in

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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SPORTS
Bulldog assistant ready to move up
Clark impressed with Murray State

Barger dies
after meeting
concludes
By BEN WALKER
AP Saaslasll WINN'

By STEVE PARKER
Wormy Liedger

J.

STEVE PARKE Riociger a Tomes Wets

Thirteea years as an assistant coach at Georgia have Dicky
Clark ready for the nett step.

Vandy transfers
provide spark
in upset of Cards
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
— If Chris Lawson had any
doubts about transferring to
Vanderbilt from Indiana. he's
ready to put them away. .
"I'm trying to help the team
win this year,- said Lawson,
whose follow shot gave the
Commodores a 90-88 upset
Wednesday night of ninth ranked Louisville.
Lawson u playing his lust
season with the Commodores
15-11 after sluing out Last season following his transter from
Indiana. Playing under the
basket, he rebounded Billy
McCaffrey's missed shot and
laid it in with a second left to
seal the victory
Bruce Elder. whose careerhigh 28 points helped Vanderbilt hold the lead most of the
game. said he certainly appreciates Lawson and fellow
transfer McCaffrey, who came
to the Commodores from Duke
and also scored 18 paints.
Louisville (I-1) had a
chance to take the lead after
James Brewer's third straight
3-pointer tied the game at
88-88 with 1•50 to go But
Brewer missed another 3-point
auempt from the top of the
key with 31 seconds left.
Vanderbilt rebounded and
held the ball for a final shot.
Rozier and Greg Minor led
the Cardinals with 17 points
each. Dwayne Morton and
Brewer each finished with 14.

Subscribe!

Mass Spec% Mei

The time is right for Dicky
Clark.
With 13 years as an assistant
at the University of Georgia
under his belt. Clark feels it's
time to move into the big office
as a head coach. In parucular,
the office of head football
coach at Murray State
University.
"I've thought about becoming
a head coach for the last two
years," Clark said dunng his
on-campus visit on Wednesday.
"Like everyone, I have goals
and now I want to take the next
step. In the last two years. I've
been looking into situations that
seem right for me and I think
Murray might be a good fit.
"The (Murray State) job is
very interesting to me," Clark
continued. "Murray has been a

program which has been successful. You look at their past
and they have a tradition of
having winning football. Their
facilities are right there at the
top of the OVC. I think it's a
school that can get back to
where it wants to be."
At Georgia, Clark, 33, has
spent the last four seasons
under head coach Ray Goff as
coordinator of the Bulldogs'
rushing defense. Before that,
Clark coached outside linebackers. He also spent time as a
defensive coach at Vanderbilt
and as defensive coordinator at
East Carolina.
"As far as going from Georgia to a I-AA school, I'm in this
for coaching; for the kids," he
explained. "There are the same
kind of kids at I-AA as there
are at Division I, and they have
the same needs. I enjoy the
University of Georgia and I

could be happy there for a long
time, but I just feel like I'm
ready to be a head coach."
Clark expects to use a
defense similar to Georgia's
3-4. Clark's defense will "give
effort to the ball" as it pursues
aggressively. Offensively, Clark
will have a balance between the
run and pass.
"I'm not going to be a coach
who will throw the ball 50
times a game or run 50 times a
game," Clark explained. "At
Georgia, we have one of the
best running backs in the nation
(Garrison Hearst) and we rank
in the Top 10 in passing. I'm
looking for that kind of mix."
Like two candidates before
him — Morehouse College
head coach Craig Cason and
Louisville offensive coordinator
Gary Nord — Clark recognized
• TURN TO PAGE 11

"Getting old? You're not
to get old for two more
allowed
tiburrsy Ledger I Times Sports Eater
years," Edgar says to Bailey, who
Sitting near the top of the Rac- continues his slow descent down
r Arena bleachers after Wednes- the stairs.
Amazingly, Brown and Bailey
day's practice. Scott Edgar was
two of Edgar's healthy
are
discussing. among other things,
players.
injury
alarming
team's
his
"1 don't know who I'll have
situation
one day to the next," Edgar
from
Midv.a.s through the discussion. freshman Marcus Brown said of practice, which has gone
and junior Tony Bailey pass in from 15 participants to 12.
Back, knee,_ groin, ankle, wrist
front of Edgar Brown has an ace
bandage on his wrist and Bailey and rib mjunes have crept into
the Racer camp and they are conis limping
tributing heavily to the team's
your
"IA hen did you hurt
lackluster 1-3 start.
hand?" Edgar asks Brown.
Frank Allen leads the crest of
"Isterday in practice" Brown
Racers. The senior guard is
lame
sass grudgingly.
"And what's wrong with you?" suffering from lower back pain,
due to pressure on a nerve. Allen
Bailey is asked by his coach.
"Nothing Just gettin' old," the was kept out of the Racers' 94-82
loss to Boise State last Saturday
player answers.
By STEVE PARKER

in the consolation game of the
US West Cellular Air Time Tournament in Seattle, Wash.
Allen, who leads the team with
a 13.7 points per game average,
hasn't practiced since the team's
return to Murray and will miss
tonight's game against VASDA
USA.
"By Evansville, I expect him to
be playing," Edgar said. referring
to the team's Dec. 19 trip to
Evansville. "Most likely he'll
begin practicing after VASDA."
Kenneth Taylor is leading the
team in both rebounding average
(5.0) and time missed, having sat
out since Murray State's Preseason NIT loss at Indiana. Originally it was believed that Taylor had
a simple groin injury, but it was
soon learned that Taylor has had
lymph node difficulty in his groin

area.
Edgar said Taylor was jogging
earlier this week and could be
back, although no timetable has
been set.
Other nagging ailments
include: Maurice Cannon (rib),
Bo Walden (stomach virus), Jerry
Wilson (ankle) and Bailey (knee).
Junior forward Michael James
missed Wednesday's practice to
return home for a family matter.
He is expected to return for
tonight's game.
"Usually I'd scale back practice to allow these injuries to
heal, but I can't do that; I can't
wait," Edgar said. "I'm going to
go with what I've got and make
sure my whole roster is ready to
play."
Murray State brings a record of
1-3 into tonight's exhibition

Lady Racers go after SIU
Staff Report

, Ledger
mum)

I Maas

The sLhedule does not get any
caster for the Murray State Lady
Racers as they play their homeopener against nationally-ranked
Southern Illinois University Friday Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
After losing both games last
weekend in the Lady Kats Invitational, Lady Racer head coach
Kelly Breaztale says the tournament was a great expenence for
her young team.

"We learned a lot mentally
while playing against some top.
caliber teams," Breazeale said.
"We saw at times how good we
could be. I think we will respond
in a positive way Friday." Despite a career-high 26 points
from junior guard Jennifer Parker, the Lady Racers fell 89-55 to
Kentucky in the first round. The
Lady Racers led earlier 7-3
before the Lady Kati went on a
10-0 run and never looked back.
In the consolation match
against 11th ranked George
Washington University, MSU

was outscored 45-21 in the second half and lost the game 87-56.
The Lady Racers trailed 42-35 at
halftime and had a chance to be
within one point, but George
Washington hit two late threepointers before the break. Parker
again led Murray with 18 points.
Sophomore guard Rechelle Caldwell added 10 points.
Southern Illinois comes in a
very balanced and experienced
team, despite a 1-3 record. The
Salukis are coming off a heart• TURN TO PAGE 11

Duke jerseys, no charges filed yet

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR

PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

•••

Storey's Sport Stop
,Gift Certificates Available to
t
—Lowest Wax Pack
Prices In Town—

Barger had no pulse when
American League president Dr.
Bobby Brown, a cardiologist, and
two owners gave mouth-to-mouth
resucitation. Barger, 62, was still
unconscious when paramedics
took him to a hospital. He died
about four hours later of an aortic
aneurysm.

Derickson said.
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
"Our police chief is not taking
Some University of Kentucky
this
lightly," Derickson said.
after
students may be in hot water
said the fraternity is
Derickson
Durham.
to
trip
a
probation for an
social
on
already
Authorities say a group of UK
in October.
incident
undisclosed
into
sneaked
students apparently
No charges have been filed.
Cameron Indoor Stadium and
Lance Dowdy, the UK chapter
took the retired jerseys of Christsaid he had no compresident.
and
Ferry
Danny
ian Lacuner.
ment Wednesday but might issue
Johnny Dawkins.
Duke officials expected a a statement Thursday.
"'The jerseys weren't bolted
delivery from the Pi Kappa Alpha
down," Duke sports information
fraternity house at Kentucky.
director Mike Cragg said. "I
UK police chief Wilson H
guess that's what we need to do
advice
awaiting
is
Jr.
McComas
from UK Dean of Students David — bolt them down."
Officials at the University of
Stockham and Fayette County
Commonwealth's Auorney Ray North Carolina at Chapel Hill say
Larson on what action to take,
university spokesman Ralph O TURN TO PAGE 11

• TURN TO PAGE 11

baseball owners stay silent
LOUISVILLE Ky.(AP) — Baseball owners are being very careful as they near a decision on what to do about Marge Schott.
And Schott took a first step toward defusing the controversy by
apologizing for making insensitive and hurtful remarks.
Baseball's winter meetings ended Wednesday with no resolution
to the problems created by Schott's treatment of tnillOntiCi. But
one could come soon — a special investigative committee is almost
finished looking into her minority hiring practices and use of racial
slurs.
The committee expects to conduct a final round of interviews
next week, then forward its report to baseball's executive council.
Schott's punishment — anything from a reprimand to a fine and
suspension — will follow quickly, owners predicted.
"We're not going to let it drag on," Pittsburgh Pirates director
Douglas Danforth said.
The last time baseball had a major investigation involving the
Reds, it wound up with major court problems. Former manager
Pete Rose blocked then-commissioner A. Bartleu Giamatti from
punishing him for gambling in 1989, a few months before he ended
up accepting a lifetime ban from baseball.
Giamatti made the mistake of signing a letter that vouched for
the truthfulness of one of Rose's accusers — a move the judge
interpreted as a denial of due process.
Owners and other officials connected with the Schott investigation are making sure by their silence that there's no smoking gun
this time around.
"The procedure we're following has been done as expeditiously
as possible and as fairly as possible," said Milwaukee Brewers
owner Bud Selig, head of the executive council. "It's just as
important to get it done thoroughly and right. That's what they're
trying to do."
They'd prefer to get an accommodation with Schott rather than a
fight. There's no indication that one's at hand.
NL president Bill White has been negotiating a deal with Schott.,
but Danforth reported only "modest progress" during the winter
meetings. Schott has hired prominent Washington, D.C., attorney
Robert Bennett to represent her.
During an executive council session Monday, owners got a progress report from the four-person investigative conimiuee. The owners eventually will choose from a number of options, ranging from
a private reprimand to forcing Schou to sell her stake in the team.
The owners are more likely to consider a fine and possibly a suspension of up to three years.
Schou on Wednesday admitted for the first time that she's made
imentilive and Nulls' =ark'.

IIOLIDAY SAVINGS

FREE DRINK w/Purchase of Meal

We now have Stadurn Club Basketball and
1993 Donruss Baseball
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,
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Monday-Friday 2:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Buy Sell-Trade

game. VASDA, a collection of
ex-college performers, is 3-3 in
their exhibition series.
"I'm more concerned about us,
but they're ex-college players so
they understand the game," Edgar
said of VASDA, who took South
Alabama into overtime on Nov.
30 before losing 91-80. "There
are three different VASDA units,
so I don't know who's going to
show up.
"The most important thing I'm
looking for is effort," the coach
said. "I want to see a team effort,
not just individual effort."
Areas of concern during the
Racers' two-game losing streak
are defense, rebounding, turnovers and free throw shooting.

Mouth did it, says Schott;

*Layaway low
For Christmas

502 Maple

On Wednesday, the whole
week was wrapped into one day,
the last one of the winter
meetings.
Florida Marlins president Carl
Barger died several hours after
suffering an aneurysm during the
final owners' meeting.
The meeting officially ended
when the last owners' meeting
was adjourned after Barger
collapsed.

Racers limp into exhibition against VASDA

UK students accused of stealing

I

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — This
whole week, baseball was changing by the minute.
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Hello Stranger!

Act i ons& Reactions
MURRAY STATE GOLF
of
Hewitt has signed John Yager,
Murray State Racer 90ii coach Buddy the 1993 tall semester.
for
Owensboro, to the ReCef golf team County
High School, has had an outYager, currently a senior at Davioss highly recommended by Hewitt
comes
and
said. 'I
standing career at DCHS
a solid young player, Hewitt
'John is a good, solid student and
will help out
he
think
I
and
m
progra
the
am very pleased to have him in future.'
sly in the immediate
tr
t tournaments through high school,
Yager has finished first in nine differen
regional first-place finish and fifth
a
to
DCHS
helping
U well as recently
ment
tourna
ff
go
school
high
place finish in the state
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while
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Harbaugh to donate check
until Bears end losing skid
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) —
While many pro athletes these
days are turning down multimillion dollar offers as too paltry,
quarterback Jim Harbaugh has
decided to forego his pay until
the Chicago Bears break their
.losing streak.
"Till we win again, my check
is going to charity," Harbaugh
said Wednesday.
The Bears (4-9) have lost six
games in a row. Harbaugh has
been slated to start Sunday
against the Pittsburgh Steelers
after sitting out the last two
games.
If the Bears lose, Harbaugh
said he would donate his weekly
check — more than $70,000 — to
several different charities. But he
hasn't decided which organizations would benefit.

•Bulldog assistant.

•
•

FROM PAGE 10
the lowly condition of the
program.
"I've met with the seniors
here and I think they're eager
for somebody to come in and
give them a little hope and
direction. They seem like good
kids and will rally behind whoever comes in and hopefully get
things headed in the right
direction."
Alabama, Tennessee, and of
course, Georgia, would be
Clark's primary recruiting area
should he be selected to replace
Mike Mahoney. He also mentioned Louisville, Lexington
and St. Louis as areas that

should not be ignored.
Murray State's ailing athletic
budget didn't seem to concern
Clark, who said, "what's important is that it (budget) is similar
to other OVC schools."
Clark, who was an All-SEC
defensive end at Georgia during
the mid-1970s, is married and
has two children.

Murray Slate will close out
its on campus visits Thursday
and Saturday with the final two
candidates: Leon Hart, head
coach at Elon College and
Houston Nutt, an assistant at
the University of Arkansas.

Lady Racers go...
FROM PAGE 10
breaking overtime loss to Tennessee Tech 66-65 Tuesday.
The Salukis have four players
averaging in double figures, led
by senior guard Anita Scott and
senior forward Tiffany Bolden,
each averaging 11.3 points per
game.

Senior center Kelly Firth averages 11 points and nine rebounds
while junior guard Robin Smith
averages 10 points per game.
"The Murray State/Southern
Illinois meeting has always been
a tremendous regional rivalry,"
Brcazeale said. "We arc going to
have to play in -your -face
basketball."

II Students accused...
FROM PAGE 10
that same bunch apparently took
a helmet lamp and some picture
from the field house at Kenan
Stadium.
Dericksou said Duke wants its
items back and won't prosecute,
while North Carolina wants the
items returned but hasn't decided
whether to prosecute.
Cragg said Wednesday that an
anonymous tip from a resident
adviser at Kentucky led the
school to the source of the Duke
thefts.
The students have promised to
pay for the damage to the frames
that held the jerseys, and have
also promised to return the
memorabilia to UNC, according
to administrators there.
The retired jerseys are
mounted and framed, and they
hang at opposite ends of the
room. Also, there are pictures of

former Duke coaches and athletes
on the walls.
A janitor discovered that the
jerseys were missing Monday
afternoon. They were pried out of
their frames sometime between
1:30 a.m. Sunday morning, when
Duke public information officers
left the room after the game with
Michigan, and the discovery.
The UK police department
began taking sworn statements
from five pledges and members
from the fraternity on Monday
night, Derickson said.

"We have pledges and mem-

bers involved in this," said
Derickson, adding that it may
involve more than 20 people.
Duke officials said the incident
appeared unrelated to the theft of
a set of master keys that could
provide access to exterior doors
of residence halls and to some
academic, administrative and
research buildings. The keys were
taken from a Duke Public Safety
vehicle shortly before 2:30 a.m.
Sunday.
Cragg said the thefts may have
occurred sometime after the
Michigan-Duke basketball game
Saturday night. He also said he
noticed a group of beer-drinking
students riding in a car with a
Kentucky license plate prior to
the game.
"I think the number one thing
is that people around here need to
remember to lock the door behind
themselves," Cragg said in a
telephone interview Wednesday.
He said the school would not
press charges as long as the
jerseys are returned.
This isn't the first theft of the
Duke jerseys. Several students
from the University of Virginia
pulled the same stunt last year
after the Cavaliers played at
Duke, Cragg said.
"They wrote a letter saying
they had thought it was pretty
funny, and they said they didn't
think it was so funny any more."

MURRAY
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Town
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PUBLIC NOTICE

not be with the team next year.
Ditka said some players will be
playing for their jobs in the next
three weeks.
"I'm not going to say who's
going and who's staying. The
way we've been playing, we
should all be gone," he said.
After experimenting with
lineup changes for weeks to try to
start winning again, Ditka said,
"There's really not much else we
can do."
The Bears finish the season at
Detroit and Dallas after the Pittsburgh game.
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II Ailing...
FROM PAGE 10
"I've taken a long look at
myself and I realized that I'm not
doing a good job of preparing my
team," Edgar said of his team's
deficiencies. "I've been disappointed in my coaching.
"On the court, we're a step to a
step and a half from being 4-0,"
Edgar added, "and I include
Indiana.
Edgar pointed out on his weekly radio show Wednesday night:
"I'm in this thing for the long
haul, the February run and March
Madness."
One encouraging sign for
Edgar is his team's latest

workouts.
"We've had two really good

\

MSU Basketball)
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practices this week," the coach
pointed out. "They remind of the
practices we had last year when
we turned things around."
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Coach Mike Ditka called his
quarterback's decision "admirable but not real smart."
Al his weekly news conference, Ditka also said that many
of the current Bears players will
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Local chess tourney draws 168 players

Jack Bykowski of the Briggs and Stratton Corp. accepts a plaque
recognizing the company's accomplishments is protecting Kentucky's envirooratat and preserving its natural resources from
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet Secretary Phillip J. Shepherd (left) and Deputy Secretary Greg Higdoo
trighti duns* the awards banquet at the 17th aassal Governor's
Conference on the Enviroament last smith in Lexington.

The 1992 Murray Scholastic
Chess Tournament drew 168 players, kindergarten through high
school, from four states last Saturday. Schools from Kentucky. Indiana. Tennessee, and Illinois entered teams in the five-round tournament. Sponsored by the MSU
Chem Club and the Murray Scholastic Chess AssociaLon, the tournament has gained a reputation as
the premier scholastic chess event
for players in this region.
In the Primary Division (grades
K-3), Eakin Elementary of Nashville, Charlotte Elementary of Dixon, Tennessee and Cnuenden
Elementary finished in an almost
dead heat for top team honors, with
Eakin taking the 1st Place prize.
Murray Elementary fell one point
short and finished with fourth place.

In individual play, T.J. Osborn
captured first place with Murray
Elementary's Darren Keel and Sean
Clemson taking fourth and sixth
places respectively. Andrew Parker
and David Breeding, of Murray,
won trophies for their play in the
under 1000 rating category as did
Brian Kurz playing as an unrated
Player.
In the Elementary Division
(grades K-6), Crittenden County
took first place with Murray
Elementary finishing a close second. In individual play, Murray
Middle's Josh Frisk surpnsed the
field, finishing the day with a
perfect 5-0 record and clear possession of first place in this division.
Murray's Stephen Breeding tied for
third place with a score of 4-1, but
took eighth place on tie-breaks.

Murrayan Cad Gustafson took top
honors among unrated players in
this division.
The Junior High Division was a
battle down to the last game, with
powerful Woodrow Wilson Junior
High of Terre Haute slipping past
Murray Middle for the first place
prize. Murray Middle held a slight
lead at the end of three rounds, fell
behind in the fourth, and made a
valiant charge in the last round.
Only one-half point separated the
two after the fifth and final round.
Calloway County Middle School,
playing in its first team event of the
season, finished with a respectable
eight team points and the fifth place
trophy. In individual play, Evan
Graves, of Woodrow Wilson, took
the first place trophy, with Josh

Price and Mark Stockton of Murray
finishing second and third respectively,and team mate David Crouch
claiming ninth place. Calloway
County's Josh Mitchell finished in
sixth place. Chad Delancey and
Joey McKee!, Murray Middle
School, took second and fourth
places among players rated under
1300 in this division.
The High School Division was
dominated by the top-seeded team
from South Vigo HS in Terre Haute.
Elbert County and Criuenden
County finished second and third,
respectively. Murray High, playing
with only three players on its team,
managed a fifth place finish. In
individual play, Murray's David
Chu took tenth place while Wade
Denton finished third among players rated under 1400 in this section.

HURRY IN FOR OUR CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
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90 DAYS SAME AS CASH ON ALL APPLIANCES!
Shriners Bobby Fike, assistant rabban and Cliff Finney, treasurer,

both members of the Murray club and Madisonville's Rizpah

Temple, passed out literature and showed a video on the free 'medical care offered by the Shriners to children who have othopedic
problems and are burn vktinis during the Community Resource
Fair Nov. 14 at East Calloway Elementary. The Rizpah Railr
ers of Fulton gave rides to about 300 children at the fai
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Contract Bridge

with purchase of
Seiectail Dishwashers

The Third-Hand-High Rule
(1(,;((1 wrong to follow it.
Assume West leads a spade
against three notrump and declarer
NORTH
plays the nine from dummy. If East
•.1 9 7
conforms tothethird-hand-high rule,
•1083
declarer takes East's queen with the
• 105
king and can develop a second spade
+ A Q 974
trick by simply returning the suit.
EAST
111 S.1
But if East plays the six at trick one
•Q6 5 3
46 A 0/?14
V Q 96 2
— he signals with the six to encour•.1 7
•9 742
age a continuation — South makes
•A Q 3
only one spade trick and goes down
•5
+.1862
one.
SO( 'I'll
East can reasonably assume that
•K2
South has A-x or K -x for his notrump
•A K 54
bid If South has Ax, he scores two
• K .1 6
spade tricks whether or not East
•K 103
covers. But if South has K-x. a trick
The bidding'
(and the contract)is lost by covering
North East
South West
the nine with the queen.
I'ass
2 NT
Pass
I NT
So,by playing the six,East breaks
N-r
even or gains a trick, while if he
opening lead — four of spades.
The player who follows general plays the queen, he breaks even or
rules without deviation must pay a loses a trick. The six is therefore the
penalty now and then for his intran- right play because it may gain a trick
sigence. There are not just millions. but cannot lose one.
Note also that South must play
but billions and even trillions of
hands possible in bridge, and any his clubs carefully to win five tricks
general principle that can be applied in the suit. He should cash the king
successfully to most ofthem is sure to and then lead the ten to the queen. If
he incorrectly plays the king followed
have its exceptions.
Take the rule ofthird-hand-high. by the three to the queen, he can win
In most deals the rule can be fol- only three club tricks because the
lowed profitably, but in some deals it suit is blocked.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
South d.,Inr

IS

Neither side vulnerable.
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School students enrolled in her KET
Star Channels German // course
while displaying their picture on the
screen. Throughout the course, Burt
wore a Calloway County High
School sweatshirt.
"One of the things we try to
stimulate in Star Channels courses
is the interaction between students
of diverse areas," said Burt.
"'School of the Day' gives the
students a chance to learn more

about their classmates and other
schools."
Calloway County High School
students enrolled in the KET Star
Channels German II course are
Brian Cline, Michael Phillips, Jennifer Bierds, Melissa Baird, and
David Armstrong. The classroom
facilitator is Sheila Boggess.
KET developed the Star Channels program in 1989 to deliver
advanced high school courses to

0

schools where the courses were not
offered previously. The program
received national recognition as a
1991 winner of the Innovations in
State and Local Government Award
administered by the Ford Foundation and Harvard University's John
F. Kennedy School of Government.
KET currently offers courses in
Physics.Latin I, Latin II, German
Precalculus, Discrete Mathematics; and Probability & Statistics

ctS
cC
co

0
8

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 75948434
Friday & Saturday

8 oz

All You Can Eat

Sirloin Tips

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$4.25

Four Calloway
Middle students
win at tourney
BOWLING GREEN, KY —
Four students from Calloway
County Middle School came away
with honors during the Western
Kentucky University Invitational
Speech Tournament Dec. 5, giving
the school fifth place in the sweepstakes race.
More than 630 students from 17
Kentucky and Tennessee schools
participated in the annual tournament.
Calloway County students winning honors included Laurie Jo
Parker, first, interpretation of literature; Susy Richter, first, poetry;
John Clayton, third, extemporaneous speaking,and Patrick Haney,
fourth, extemporaneous speaking.
In the sweepstakes race,G lasgow
Middle School was followed by
Franklin-Simpson Middle School,
Overbrook Middle School in Nashville, Harrison County Middle
School and Calloway County Middle School.
For more information contact
Judy Woodring, director of the
Kentucky High School Speech
League and director of forensics at
Western at (502) 745-6340.

American Humanics
program gets grant
The American Humanics program at Murray State University has
received a $2,000 grant from the
National Council on Community
Service to operate the new Campus
Connection Volunteer Center. The
Center matches MSU students, faculty, and staff members for volunteer positions with local community
service organizations. If you would
like to volunteer your time to a
service organization, please call the
American Humanics office at 7623808.

A-1 GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commorclei & Ilsoldondol)

FREE ESTIMATES

,

Call
753-7020

$4.25

Tues. & Wed.
Shrimp Special

Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham

$3.75

Breakfast $3.15

U.
1.SVANV3bIB

Area Cub Scout
leaders to attend
annual"POWWOW"
Area Cub Scout Leaders will be
attending the Four Rivers Council's
annual "POW WOW" Saturday,
December 12 on the campus of
Mid-Continent Bible College in
Hickory. The event is an all day
training experience for adult leaders
active in the Cub Scout program.
The Four Rivers Council is a
United Way agency serving a
twelve county area of Western Kentucky, Southern Illinois and the
community of South Fulton, Tennessee. More than two thirds of the
council's 3,000 youth members are
active in Cub Scouting, with approximately 400 adults providing
leadership to the Cub Scouts.
Martha Obmann of Lowes is the
POW WOW chief and a staff of
fifteen will be instructors.
Sessions offered will include
crafts, games, songs, leathercraft,
family enrichment, God and Country, and information about a new
emphasis for Cub Scouts called
Ethics in Action, developed nationally by the Boy Scouts of America.
Pre-registrations will be taken at
the Council Office through Friday
and baby-sitting will be provided by
members of Medical Explorer Post
206, chartered to Mayfield Community Hospital. Cost for the training is $5.00, and includes lunch,
program materials and a patch. Fee
scholarships are available thanks to
the support of eight area United
Way organizations that fund the
Four Rivers Council.
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Calloway students featured on KET
Calloway County High School
received special recognition on
Tuesday, December 1 when it was
featured as "School of the Day"
during a KET Star Channels course.
KET Star Channels satellite courses
are advanced high school courses
delivered live every day by satellite
to schools across Kentucky. Some
of the KET Star Channels courses
are delivered to 18 other states.
Instructor Melinda Bun introduced the Calloway County High
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25% to
33% OFF

30% OFF

LADIES'
OUTERWEAR

ALL JUNIOR
COLLECTIONS

Shown:

Shown:

Sale 79.99 Reg. $149.
Flight jacket.

Sale 25.20 Reg. $36
Jacket.
Sale 23.80 Reg. $34
Jeans.

Not Shown:

Sale 29.99 Reg. 39.99.
Nylon color block
windsuit.

WHITE
SALE

SAVE ON

ALL DOCKERS'
SHIRTS FOR MEN

• SAVE ON
• SHEETS
• BEDSPREADS
• COMFORTERS
• PILLOWS
• TOWELS
• AND MORE

FOR EXAMPLE:

NOW 24.99 Long
sleeved solid fleece
Now 24.99 Short
sleeved stripe shirt.
Sale pnces effective through Dec.24th.

Sale prices effective through Jan 9th

25% OFF
ALL LADIES' SUITS, $100
AND UP

30% OFF

30% OFF

SELECTED NATIONAL
BRAND SPORTSWEAR
From „WW1 & Dare and CC Magic"

SAVE ON

25% OFF

ALL TOWNCRAFT" AND ST
JOHN'S BAY'' ROBES

STAFFORD" SPORTCOATS AND
TROUSERS

SAVE ON

15% to 25% OFF

ALL MEN'S JEANS

ALL STAFFORD* AND
STAFFORD* EXECUTIVE
DRESS SHIRTS

Sale prices effective through Jan 9th

Sale prices effective through Dec

SALE 11.99 ea

SAVE ON

SALE 9.99

USA OLYMPIC BRANDI
FLEECE CREW OR PANTS
FOR MEN

LEVI'S* DENIM FOR BOYS
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14K GOLD CHAINS
AND BRACELETS

ALL WORTHINGTON
DIVERSITY & LIZ BAKER'
ESSENTIALS

BRAS, BRIEFS, BIKINIS,
DAYWEAR AND
SHAPEWEAR

Now 24.99 Lee rider denim washed

50% OFF

30% OFF

GINA PETERS FOR
MISSES.

25% to 33% OFF

Reg 14 99 ea
Sale prices effective through Dec ISeh

.4. 4"
—.Welke*

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat 10-9
Sun. 12:30-510
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-$
Thurs. a Frt. 941
Sat 9-6; Sun. 1-5

300,o OFF GEMSTONES
Sale prices effective through Dec 2bth

Sale 39.99 Reg 49 99 Terry kimono
20% OFF TOWNCRAFT'' PAJAMAS

BUY 2 AND SAVE
BOYS AND GIRL'S
TURTLENECKS
Sale 2 for $16 It purchased separately
$10ea New Moves5 for girls or
Apparatus A for boys

Office Rhone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
799-4000
I •80.0- 222-6161

LUGGAGE SALE
SAVE ON SAMSONITE*,
AMERICAN TOURISTER®,
JAGUAR*,JORDACHE®,
PROTOCAL* AND MORE.
Sate prices effective through Dec 26th
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MSU Interior
Design Students

Report details problems at VA medical centers

PPliatis
Mobile Homes, Inc.

extend a special
invitation to tour
a manufactured home
designed and furnished
by MSU students.

December 8-12 1°—

December 6 thru 20
Sundays L30-430
Daily L00-5:00
In front of K-Mart,
Murray
more info ca..

ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER

3,01,15
"Mobile

EFR9042D
-40 Gallon
-5 Year Warranty

3

Mtkeit
111111.10

139

Homes, Inc.

Hwy. 79 East
Paris, TN

AY
URq
111
SUPPLY COMPANY

1-800-842-4891

Subscribe!

208

Inc.

E. Main

in Northport, N.Y.: Lexington,
Ky.; and Wilmington, Del.
The inspector general's office
did not respond Wednesday to a
request for more information,
including what happened to the
patients who suffered from "therapeutic misadventures." The
report did not always specify the
number of medical centers
checked for a particular problem.
In four VA medical centers,
patient care problems were
uncovered. The report said that at
Topeka, Kan., "divisiveness and
distrust among senior clinical
staff ... contributed to serious
harm to four patients."
And in Lexington, Ky., inspectors found examples of "physician treatment errors; patients not
being treated with sufficient
intensity; a lack of patient care;
excessive resident workload (and)
equipment failures." In some
cases, the inspector general concluded "errors and deficiencies
possibly resulted in harm to
patients."
However, the inspector general
said the problems found when
investigating 18 complaints were
not prevalent, and that "overall

Riese problems were found in
spot checks on some of the 171
VA medical centers by the
department's inspector general.
They were described in the
inspector general's semiannual
report to Congress, distributed
this week.
The inspectors found that
patients and their families were
not always told of "therapeutic
misadsentures," the department's
term for treatment problems
including those that result' in
accidental death.
Under Veterans Health Administration rules, "therapeutic misadventures" must he reported to
patients and their families.
In at least three of our
inspections. we encountered incidents in which patients were seriously or potentially harmed," the
report said. Rut it added, "Wc
found medical center officials
had not always spoken with the
patients or family members about
the treatment issues or the problems affecting the patients' wellbeing."
The report said the instances
occurred at VA medical centers

left in the dark about treatment
problems have been found in
Department of Veterans Affairs
medical centers.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Instances of inadequate patient
care, of faulty testing of equipment and of patients or families

and

753-3361

Cartoon character going strong
MEMEELEME1117

* * • Fleming - Benton
Kelley-Wiggins - Benton * * • Fleming - Benton & Paducah • • • KeIley-Wiggins - lionton

Broyhill

patient care was adequate."
The VA medical center in
Northport, N.Y., had some delays
in diagnosis and treatment and
poor medical record documentation that made it difficult to
determine the quality of care, and
the VA center in Kerrville, Texas, did not always transfer longterm care patients quickly to
acute care settings, the inspector
general said.
Following up on an earlier
report citing the need to test defibrillators, which are during heart
failure to restore normal heartbeats, the inspector general said
inspections of seven hospitals
found they had properly issued
policies calling for testing.
But at six of the seven medical
centers inspected, the report said.
"We found that 60 percent of
operational testers did not correctly perform operational tests
on the equipment. ... As a result,
defibrillators were often not
adequately tested to ensure they
would function correctly during
emergency usage."
The report did not say whether
the defibrillators did work
properly.

Galcry®

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — comic strips in the world, has
Dennis the Menace, the maintained its popularity because
VI -year-old who terrorizes his he has always been able to keep
neighbor Mr. Wilson, has sur- the Mitchell family focused on a
vived for 43 years because he has higher plane.
maintained an innocence rooted
With the help of a Louisville
in a strong faith.
publisher, Westminister/John
His creator, Hank Ketcham, Knox Press, Ketcham has a new
also says the youngster is "curi- book, "Dennis the Menace: Prayous. He doesn't know all the ers and Graces," that pairs 43
answers. He's seeking for the years of his work with traditional
truth. He doesn't know what's prayers, blessings and table
under the rock. He doesn't know graces.
how deep the mud puddle is."
Ketcham and his wife, BolanKetcham said "Dennis," one de, were in Louisville to meet
of the most widely circulated with publishing officials
Tuesday.
He said the book, to be published in February, has been in
the works since 1974, when it
was nearly published the first
time.
Ketcham, 72, said the book is a
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — An
attempt to help parents
humorous
F-16 fighter jet that crashed Sept.
spiritually. He
children
nurture
18 near Duluth International Airimportant for parents to
it's
said
port lost power after birds were
children with a strong
sucked into its engine, officials provide
base so that "they will
religious
said.
have someone else to turn to."
The pilot, Maj. Dave Johnson,
And now "Dennis the
pointed the Air National Guard
is becoming a motion
Menace"
plane toward a sparsely populated
movie, produced by
The
picture.
area and parachuted to safety. No
Hughes of "Home Alone"
John
one was injured.
be released in June.
Air Guard investigators said fame, will
said he hopes to
Ketcham
Tuesday the engine had damage
pass on the strip
and
in its forward section and con- retire soon
to someone else. He puts in about
tained remains of a "ploverhours a day, five days a
eight
type" bird. Remains of two golat his studio in Carmel,
week
den plovers also were found
Calif., where he draws about two
along the runway near where the
strips a day.
jet took off, officials said.

Birds cause
plane crash
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There's no other gift like a Gourmet Basket
creation. A spectacular presentation of
personalized goodies blossoming from a
beautiful homemade basket. And no other gift
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Christians urged to protest
atheist's petition that doesn't exist
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. (AP)A man visited several churches
recently, leaving an alarming,
one-page "important notice"
warning Christians about a prominent atheist's attempt to ban
Sunday worship broadcasts.
The notice claims that Madalyn
Murray O'Hair has gathered
27,000 signatures on her petition
and has been granted a hearing
before the Federal Communications Commission. It contains a
protest form to be mailed to the
FCC.
No such petition exists.
But that hasn't stopped people
from sending the FCC more than
21 million pieces of mail on the
subject in the past 15 years, FCC
employee Melissa Telfair said by
telephone from Washington.
"They come in every single
day," Miss Telfair said. "They
come air mail, certified mail,
priority mail.
"We get them by fax. If they
fax in, we fax an answer back.
It's our standard fact sheet, which
explains that there is no such petition," she said. "It's basically a
waste of time."
The FCC's automated tele-

phone answering machine even
offers an extension for inquiries
about the "petition."
Lutheran Witness magazine
this month listed it as one of
"two rumors that refuse to die."
The other rumor, the magazine
said, is that a Proctor and Gamble
Co. trademark of a half moon and
stars is a satanic symbol.
In Little Rock, several churches visited by the man didn't get
his name.
An employee at Christ the
King Catholic Church said the
man was in his 50s and seemed
genuinely concerned.
Curtis Thomas, director of
ministries at the Bible Church,
instructed staff to check with the
FCC about the petition. That

stopped the hoax there.
"This ought to be stopped,
because it's going to waste
Christians' time and money,"
Thomas said. "It's going to burden the FCC and waste tax
dollars."
The man's flyer claims that if
the petition succeeds, "all Sunday worship services being
broadcast, either by radio or television, will stop." It also claims

sion to ban officially sponsored
prayer in public schools. She said
by telephone from Austin, Texas,
that the continuing false reports
result from Christians' need to be
against something.
"If Christianity had no one or

no thing against which they could
operate, if they had no devil, if
they had no Satan, if there was
no hell, they would have
nothing," she said. "They used
to have communism. Now comrifinnism has fallen."

Jim Beam
Ten High
Kessler
Kentucky Tavern
Maker's Mark 90'
Wild turkey 101,
Jack Daniel's Blk

14.99
19.99
15.49
12.49
1.75L 13.99
1.751 14.49
Liter 15.99
750ML 12.99
750ML 10.88
•
.'

Windsor Canadian
Canadian Res.
Crown Royal
Canadian Club

13.89
1.751 12.99
750ML 14.95
1.751 17.55

Receiving awards at the recent Murray Optimist banquet are, left
to right, Richard Vanover, life member, Jim Thompson, Optimist
of the Year, and Dave Damon, past president.

Chivas Regal
J & Rare
GlenlIvet
Ushers Green Stripe

7501.8.
750M1
750M1
1.751

,4727 We are proud to useTcD,

McCormick Vodka 809 1.75L

‘ac

1.751

Popov Vodka 80e

recycled newsprint.Yiouri

Absolut Vodka 80*
Smirnoff Vodke 809
lAontezuma Tequila
Cuervo Gold Tequila

Enjoy living in this comfortable but spacious walk-out
ranch boasting of3 BR,2 BA,

Tanqueray Gin

lg. rec. room, family room
with beamed ceiling and F.P.
Mature trees surround this

McCormick Gin
Beefeater Gin
Ron Rio Rum
Bacardi Rum

home situated on 1+ acres.

E&J Gallo Brandy

Priced in the low 90's.

Kopperud Realty

Chl Chl's Margarita
Amaratto DI Saronno

753-1222

711 Nlitin tit.

FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices

OPEN 24 HOURS

SURGEON GE NE RAL'S WARNING:Owning Smoking
Nos Groot! %doom Serous Risks to Your Health.

•

1.75/ 1848
1.751 10.99
750ML 13.33
5,99
Liter
1.751 15.88
750IA1 7.89
1.751 16.88
1.751

Food Stamps Welcome • All Mator Crack, Cards Accepted • KY Lotto
STOP IN & SEE US!
502-753-M3

••

A.NLAR1 I ft
S.AP,ON

9.88
17.99
17.77
14.85
6.88
10.95

Balaton Spumant•
R Asti Spumante
Korbel Brut & X-ory
Piper Heldsteck Es-Dry

GLIE1

Udall
Moda 875
Suggested Retail $659

Model 774
Suggested Retail $599

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

$449

429
if

We 5.11Th. Bost & SorvIce The Rost

ft4 SEWING MACHINE CO.
6106
Hwy. 68 • Reid land Near 1-24, Extt #16 • 1-800-788-

Anniversary Sale
- 6 p.m.
Dec. 10-11-12; Thurs. & Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.Saturday

e

Register for Prizes (No Purchase Necessary) - Refreshments Served

IF YOU WISH
WELL SEND ANY
GIFT' VIA UPS
•Aliohoric Beverages
Excluded

PARTY MART LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE

It used to be Party Mart always had the lowest prices in Paducah, with a few exceptions - now there are NO
EXCEPTIONS. Nobody can or will match Party Mart pnces, but Party Mart will always BEAT or MEET
it our price isn't already
anyone's advertised pnce. Bring any current Paducah advertisement to Party Marl;
this ad to any other
take
statement:
this
test
like
would
to
you
If
lower, we will honor their advertised price.
will see that no one
You
Mart
price.
Party
the
will
if
meet
they
ask
then
prices,
their
store and compare it to
beats the Party Mart price!!!

HERITAGE FURNITURE
Tome see us for a complete line of solid wood furniture"
Thurs. & Fri. 10-5; Set. 94 • 489.2953 • 3 mlies-tralkat Maley on 464
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750ML 5.99
E&J Gallo Chardonnay 750/AL 4.99
Harvey's Bristol Cream 750ML 9.99
1.51. 8.99
Blue Nun
Jadot Beautolais Villages 750ML 8.49
3 Litter 10.99
Runits Winas
Mouton Cadet Red I White 750ML 7.99
750ML 4.49
um Hone who &imam

'TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE (While Quantities Lail)
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
the
improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
have
We

USA 0 Mart

8.88
9.99
750ML 12.99
1.75L 14.89
1.75/ 13.89
750ML 10.85

1.75L

Eiertnger White Zintandet

Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts.

411 Sycanwie, Murrsy

4

19.99
13.99
27.99
18.99

750ML
750M1
Baileys Irish Cream
750ML
Kellum
Dekuyper Peach Schnapps 750M1
750IAL
Malibu Rum Liqueur

Mrs. O'Hair seeks to -remove
Christmas songs from public
schools.
The FCC says a petition was
filed in 1974 asking for a probe
of non-commercial educational
broadcast stations, including
those licensed to religious
groups. Mrs. O'Hair didn't file it.
In 1975, the FCC declined to
investigate, saying the First
Amendment requires it to be
neutral on religion. By then, the
letters had started coming.
"It keeps happening because
that paper keeps going around
saying there is a petition." Miss
Telfair said. "They even change
it around, make it sound more
current."
Mrs. O'Hair, 72, took part in a
legal challenge that led to the
U.S. Supreme Court's 1962 deci-

1.75
1.75
1.751
1.751

• .1_
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TIMES

Classified
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days In advance and are as follows.

.:4;?,71;

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition .............................................Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

z

, 4

%‘•.1)1.

010
020
025
030
040
050

•
•

190
370
390
400...

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry • Supplies
.Produce
Feed. II Seed

060

Hal p Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

Dommoc & Childcare

$40

For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

oF liCE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

230
258
290
630

Insurance
Katermi rattans
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Seri ices Offe red

280 .. Mobil* Humeri For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobilo Homo Lots For Rant

365

For Sale Or Lima'

B uin newt Rentals

420

Horne Loans

300

470
440
485
490
495
500
510
520

310
1 ItANSFOUTA1 lo,'
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Thick. 340
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

.

Real Estate

Want To Rini

430

Apartment* Fur Kent

436

Rooms For Rent
'

440

Lot. For Sale

Fr Rent

4.50

Farms For Sale

460 --

Homes For Sale

jioullt.11

. For Rent or Leiuse

Advertiser. IWO requested to check the
fuct insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger A T1mair will be
rimponable for only ono incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

REAL ESTATE s

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

sElIVIt Es
120

MISCEt.L-\Il,1s

If.N11'1.01 Mt NI

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m

it.Mtat.1

till \ I

Legal Nonce
Nonce
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Maracay
LAM & Found

.Fn day 3
....Saturday 10
•
Monday 3
-....„....11iesday 3
Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

..

...... .Laks Property

Computers
For Sal* Or Trade
....... ...... Want To Bay
Articles For Salo
ISO
.......... ...Apphances
155
. Home Furnishings
160 .....
.Antiques
166
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machin..
160
Equipment
196
200
Sports Equipment
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
TV
A Rath*
260
380
Pets•Supplies

120 ..
130
140

060
010

010

UPI
Notice

Display Ads
25 00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Dteroant bid Rao.
50% Dtscount 3111 Roo
(All 3 Ass Mime Run Witritn 11 Day Pwleal
II 75 per(dean loch aura ter Tuesday (Shop
p ni Guide)

Reader Ads:
251 per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5s per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper("Nes Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

ue0

He
Wanted

Mottos

070

Help
Wonted

Domesis
CISIdeare
•

LOST black Lab. female.9 DRIVERS Start 24
months oid, wearing green cents-26 cents Earn to 30
collar Kirksey area Cal cents Home regularly, free
medicaledental. retirement,
489 2136 alter 5pm
$1,000 tarp pay. safety boReward
nus. conventionals ReLOST ring in or near Sho- quires proven experience
t-way s Restaurant Sunday and 23 years of age HorNov 29th CaN 753 5314 nady Truck Line.
Reward
1 800 648.9664

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Will train
Up to $800 wkly. Call
219-769-6649. ext. H-239.

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex-

perienced. dependable
LEGAL NOTICE
Mayrne Jane WhitLEGAL NOTICE
HO\1V
cleaning service Home or
Rq\G
\l
of
settlement
final
A
Twelfth
nelI,500 South
A final settlement of
office References Call
I\q. RA\('E
St., Murray, KY 42071 accounts has been filed accounts has been filed
Kimberly White, 436-2569
flam to 9pm. 7 days.
Deceased, Anne C. Ha- in the Calloway Due in the Calloway DisA .allabic •Uhru .Age 8.-i
do babysittng in my
WILL
milton, 450 Clarendon tnct Court by Quava trict Court by J. WilLICENSED LIFE AND
Our most ...importten
home, 3 years and over.
HEALTH
AGENT
Ave. Winter Park,
Executnx,of liam Phillips, Execusive policy pass for
NEEDED Quality pro- 492-8809.
Florida 32789 and the estate of Ov-ie Wil- tor, of the estate of
Intermediate or
ducts. high commissions WILL stay nights with elSarah Rhodes Hin- son Lawrence, de- John A. LOWTy, deCustodial Care With
with advance before 158110. derly Cal 753-4593 after
man, 5981 Poplar Pike ceased. Exceptions to ceased. Exceptions to
Medicare's nevi guide
5pm
ENERGETIC caring LPN lead system, and benefits
Ex *8, Memphis, TN this settlement must this settlement must
lines for confinement,
(Must qualify for advances
shift
or
lOpm
2pm
needed
in
Calloway
filed
the
be
ix,
Co-Executr
38119
be filed in the Calloway
Nursing Home lnsur
040
at Britthaven of Benton and benefits ) Call
Appt. 11-25-92, M. Ro- Distnct Court on or be- District Court on or beance is more important
Apply between 8am -4pm, 1-800-633-7233
Poeltloa
fore
Manager
9:00
a.m.
118
DecemACCOUNTS
Christopher,
nald
fore 9:00 a.m. DecemMoore,
this ever For free mho
Novella
-Fri
Wanted
Mon
Game
starter
self
Rangers
PARK
Trainee
St., Mur- ber 21st, 1992,the date ber 21st, 1992,the date
mayor)
Route 04 Box 86, Mur- South Fifth
professional Sales and de- FULL TIME live in position wardens, security mainte- CARPENTERS helper
of
42071
hearing.
KY
ray,
of
hearing
call:
ray, KY 42071 Delivery included Apply in available providing care for nance etc No exp neces have transportation 110063,
Ann P. Wilson,
Ann P. Wilson,
ceased, Leta Ray, P.O. Attorney.
For info call trailers etc Ready to work
person Colortyme 406 N
groups of Inds/duals with sary
McConnell
Jerry
Clerk
Circuit
Court
Clerk
Court
Circuit
Box 12, Calvert City,
12th Murray
mental retardation Work 219 769-6649 ext 7159 474-8855
Loren Joseph HorInsurance
LEGAL NOTICE
8arn Eipm 7 days
KY 42029 and Faye tin, 1803 Lincoln Ave.,
LEGAL NOTICE
AN Ohio Oil Co otters high 23 days, oft seven Room,
DEGREED Accountant
proA final settlement of
Coles, Route *2 Box Murray, KY 42071 Delaundry
and
board
A final settlement of
income, plus cash bonPART time position for seeks permanent tut erne
753-4199
Salbenefits
Good
vided
184, Hazel, KY 42029 ceased, Wilda Kay accounts has been filed accounts has been filed
uses. benefits to mature
gymnastics instructor position. 15+ years experiAppt. Hodges, 1365 Lov. Flo. in the Calloway Ds- in the Calloway DisCo-Executrix,
person in Murray area Re- ary negotiable Contact 753 1976 or 753-6705
ence w, GIL, A/R, NP and
11-18-92, J. William Sta. Rd. West, Padu- tnct Court by Bank of trict Court by Hafford
gardless of experience. Stewart Home School
P
CaN 489-2877 or write
Earn
START
Immediately'
FrankSouth
4200
127
US
Phillips, 104 North cah, KY 42001 Admini• Murray, Executor, of Adams, Executor, of
write ML Read, Alubco.
Accountant Route 1 Box
Phone
40601
to
for
as
up
KY
home
$75/hr
fort,
Box 426 Dayton Ohio
Fifth St., Murray, KY stratnx the estate of Madge the estate of Flora E.
Murray KY 42071
sembly or wel pay you 284
502 227 4821
45401
42071 Attorney.
ExJones,
deceased.
deceased
Alexander,
Excellent
12-02-92.
Appt.
$178 Easy work
SEWING ppbs wanted, insettleBABYSITTER needed to HEALTH and Life insur- paytbenefits Full/part time cluding formal wear
Merlin Nix Washer, M. Ronald Christ- Exceptions to this set- ceptions to this
and
manaagents
ance
be filed in
care for three year old boy
No exp required Call 753-1061
Route #7 Box 44A, opher, 118 S. Fifth St., tlement must be filed ment must
VarLety of trees
in home and perform light gers No Prospecting' Free 1-800 435 9705 Ext
Murray KY 42071 De- Murray, KY 42071, At- in the Calloway Dm- the Calloway District
housecleaning Refer- leads' Weekly commission 187-2
s:zes up to 15!
tnct Court on or before Court on or before 9:00
100
20.
Polly Washer, torney.
ences required For addi- advances 174% up
21st,
December
a.m
December
9:00
snow
a.m.
Custom
Walesa
lyeas
DRIVERS,
TRUCK
Route #7 Box 44A,
no
products,
insurance
tional information call
Opportunity
to
Amy Wilson, 307 2Ist, 1992, the date of 1992, the date of hearcents/mile
28
to
up
trainexp
flocking, wreath
free
overnight
travel
Murray, KY 42071 Ex436 2848
ing.
ing Expanding Now' It you start Choose van or Sat BARBAR Shop available
ecutrix, Appt. 11-18- South 13th Street, hearing.
making
COVENANT TRANSPORT are Licensed call today' Tuition-free training for
Wilson,
P.
Ann
Wilson,
Ann P
92, Stephen C. San- Murray, KY 42071 DeExcellent opportunity for
NOW HIRING OTR DRIV- Fred at 1 800 366-3964 or those wino sip Great ben
Behind Dixieland
Circuit Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk
good barber in estabkshed
ders, Main at Seventh ceased, Ray L. Dunn,
ERS THE BEST TEAM 615-371 6119
ehts Call Poole Truck Line business in Campbellsville
Shopping Center
St. Murray, KY 42071 604 South Eleventh
PAY IN THE INDUSTRY
1800-563-9443 Dept T9 Ky Call 502 789 2246
NOTICE
LEGAL
42071
KY
Murray,
St.,
NOTICE
LEGAL
Attorney.
27 cents 29 cents per mile DRIVERS Minimum age
settleperiodical
A
Executor, Appt. 12-02TRUCK DRIVERS The re- days or 502-465 3676
A final settlement of
plus mileage and longevity 22 1 year over the road
D T Humphreys, 92, Robert 0. Miller, ment of accounts has accounts has been filed
services division of nights
location
pay
Riding
program
Good
bonus motel/layover pay,
e01 Broad St., Murray, 201 South Fifth St., been filed in the Callo- in the Calloway DisTe mp t ations loading,unloading
Van Lines BREAKTIME Billiards, lb
Amencan
North
COTTONwith
benhts
and
pay,
KY 42071 Deceased, Murray, KY 42071 At- way District Court by trict Court by Pearl
paid insurance REQUIRE- cial driver's license Up to Inc needs owner operators cated in Dixieland ShopJean Humphreys, 801 torney
`Rcstaurant
Becky Smith,guardian Mayes, AdministratMENTS age 23 with 1 year 27 centstmile McClendon immediately Up to $5000 ping Center. Murray, KY
convect signing bonus and Serious inquiries only
Broad St., Murray, KY
verifiable OTR class A Trucking 1 800-633-7233
Ann P. Wilson, for Allison Pritchett, rix, of the, estate of
$200 guaranteed linehaul 759-9303, business hours,
6th & Maple
42071 Executrix, Appt.
CDL with HAZtrnat STUBrandon
Circuit Court Clerk minor child. Excep- Zilpha
offering per year for top open lpm daily or
11-18-92, Stephen C.
DENTS WELCOME
tions to this settlement Crut.cher,
deceased.
SALES ED-TECH
quality van operators with 2 442-2900 LuAnn Edwards,
OPEN
NOW
441
800
1
4394
at
Sanders. Main
must be filed in the Exceptions to this set11 you are a good selfLEGAL NOTICE
years exp in household owner
II a.m. -2 p.m.
Seventh St.. Murray,
District tlement must be filed
ganef, and can organize
DISTRIBUTORS for all naA final settlement of Calloway
goods or electronics For
KY 42071 Attorney.
\1.-E.
your goals effectively,
tural products good money
those wino exp tuition tree BUSINESS Loans, all
accounts has been filed Court on or before 9:00 in the Calloway Disbe
may
position
this
Call
that
21st,
December
incentives
a.m.
and
Distraining is available Lease types. Call Mon Fri ,
Calloway
trict Court on or before
James W. Parker, in the
8 00am-3 3 0 pm
pm the one for you.
Route *7 Box 153, Mur- trict Court by Dotty 1992, the date of hear- 9:00 a.m. December ANNUAL Chrstmas Sale at 436 2000
or purchase avai , 502545-3616
Forward your resume toing.
Vicand
Deines
of
date
the
Smith
21st, 1992,
JOB, or do
ray, KY 42071 De1-800-348-2147, Dept
day for consideration to:
Paris Landing Country DO you need a
Ann P. Wilson, hearing.
Charlotte tons Goodman, Co-Exceased,
V-260
TRIGG CONTROL,
on all sales over you need help in making
110
20%
Store
Circuit Court Clerk
Ann P. Wilson, $1000 entire month or De- positive advances for the
Parker, Route 07 Box ecutrix, of the estate of
INC.
waitbarmaids,
WANTED
JOB
22
have
Circuit Court Clerk cember Open flem until future/ We
The Danville Budding
153, Murray,KY 42071 Charles H. Smith, delasauellea
LEGAL NOTICE
resses. dancers, $500 plus
12700 Shelbyville Road
dark every day Hwy 121, OPENINGS for people beExecutrix, Appt. 11- ceased. Exceptions to
A periodical settleCale,
House
Doll
weekly
LEGAL NOTICE
COMPUTER Technology
Louisville, KY.
Look for tween the ages of 16-22
18-92, Max W. Parker, this settlement must ment of accounts has
Paris, TN 642-4297, Plus offers: Computer
A final settlement of iuSt before Hwy 79
years if you are not in
40243-1576
Calloway
helicopter
the
in
filed
be
St.,
been filed in the Callo- accounts has been filed
104 North Fourth
6pm-2am
courses; business. prrvate
school Call 753 9378 five
Murray, KY 42071 District Court on or be- way District Court by in the Calloway Dis- AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- days a week between
instruction, including CAD
fore 9:00 a.m. Decem- Eleanor Kendall-HolAttorney.
trict Court by Billy J.T. nuine hand tossed pizza 8 00ern 3,90pm We are an X3COOODOCXXXX3OCXX WENDY's a now hiring for prograrrts 750-9158.
ber 21st, 1992,the date mes(1)Facini, guardian
Osburn, Executor, of fresh salads sandwiches EOE This prolect is funded
DOLL MOOSE x all shifts Day and night
120
S)lvesta
for Ketha Enid Ken- the estate of Willie M. gyros Open aN year at by the Western Kentucky X
Myrtle of hearing.
Apply at Wordy's, Murray,
CAFE
Wilson,
and
Mon
P.
Ann
Closed
5pm
Industry
Council
Private
minor Smith, deceased. Exdall-Holmes,
Thomason, Route #3
2pm-4pm
between
daily
Dancers
4 7 4 8 1 1 9 . JTPA
x
Compeers
Circuit Court Clerk child. Exceptions to ceptions to this settle- Tues
x whirr Exotic
Box 430, Murray, KY
Ask for a manager
71 East Par* Tenn
1 806649 31904
this settlement must ment must be filed in
DRIVERS Minimal unload- I Mon.-Sat 6 p.rrt-2 8.rrl X
42071 Deceased, Mark
COMPUTERS-Sales
LEGAL NOTICE
X
T. Thomason, Route *3
& train901-642.4297
A final settlement of be filed in theCalloway the Calloway District MOONLIGHT Madness ing 1 year OTR experi- X
WE VE got a 'stale of the Service, tree set-up
Box 430, Murray, KY accounts has been filed District Court on or be- Court on or before 9:00 Sale $20 full set of finger- ence 401K. profit sharing. )000000000000(XXX art" product that's in great ing. hornatottde Hawkins
42071 Executor, Appt. in the Calloway Dis- fore 9:00 a.m. Decem- a.m. December 21st, nails Monday December bonuses Run midwest,
demand To earn higher Research. 753-7001
southeast Home
11-18-92, Stephen C. trict Court by Louie H. ber 21st, 1992,the date 1992, the date of hear- 14th only The Beauty Box south days
than normal itIOXTO pin NEW IBM Compatible
imneeded
welders
MIG
HEARTLAND
753 7132 ask for Theresa 7 14
at Greenfield and Beverly of hearing.
Sanders, Main
mediate openings tempor- our sales staff Call Color Printer $195
ing.
INC
EXPRESS.
Seventh St., Murray,. G. Ray, Co-Executors,
Ann P. Wilson,
ary help
1st shift, 753-9999 tor appointment 753-7001
Ann P. Wilson, MOSS Heltsley and 800 441 4953
Sam 2 30pen Second shift,
Circuit Court Clerk
KY 42071 Attorney.
of the estate of Essie
Circuit Court Clerk Frankel Tobacco Floor
Hopkinsville KY 2nd and DRIVERS Over The-Road
3pm 11 30pm Vegan MetLee Jones, deceased.
NOTICE
LEGAL
Virginia St We have room Van. fiat 35 states One als,Sedalia 3288980
Helen Ruth Simser, Exceptions to this setLEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of to set your tobacco before year's verifiable experi
Route 06 Box 129-B, tlement must be filed
A final settlement of accounts has been filed Christmas Ernest La ence Start 24 cents 28 NOW Hiring' US Postal
OPEN HOUSE
Murray, KY 42071 De- in the Calloway Dis- accounts has been filed in the Calloway Dis- wrence Floor Manager, centsurnsie with 3 years Service has many open STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS
Call rigs throughout the State
benefits
ceased, Irene Balfour, trict Court on or before in the Calloway Dis- trict Court by Bank of 502 885-3090
For complete information
1 800-444 6648
Route *6 Box 129-B, 9:00 a.m. December trict Court by L.A. Murray, Executor, of RENT A Jolly Santa
1503 CHAUCER DR.
Claus
call 800-7755301
Murray, KY 42071 Ex- 21st, 1992, the date of Rowland, Executor, of
SAT.,
DEC. 12, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
New
100
OVER
years
BeautDRIVERS
of
experience
the estate ofSusan Kirecutrix, Appt. 11-25- hearing.
the estate of Allie Pau- wan McDevitt, de- iful suit and accessories Conventionals Arriving' NOW hiring all shifts, part
item
one
at regular price, seco
Buy
and full time positions availAnn P. Wilson, line Givens, deceased.
92, Stephen C. San1tetn equal value at 1/2 price.
Exceptions to Available for parties or indi- Good pay and benefits No able Apply in person.
ceased.
Circuit Court Clerk Exceptions to this setCall Vernon
ders, Main at Seventh
Sale items for Christmas.
this settlement must viduals 437 4373 after relocation
Milling Co Inc Laurens, McDonalds 107 N 12th
St., Murray, KY 42071
tlement must be filed be filed in the Calloway 59m
LEGAL NOTICE
Special gifts kilpurcliase.
Murray
or
8743
964
800
1
at
SC
Attorney.
A final settlement ol in the Calloway Dis- District Court on or be- TRANSFER home movies 1 803 682
- Register for door prizes.
Come
have
refreshments
4196
accounts has been filed trict Court on-or before fore 9:00 a.m. Decem- to video tape Only 7t per
• Lisda Story 753-1275
Caner
753-0913
Debbie
509
Fitts,
M.
Clara
in the Calloway Dis- 9:00 a.m. December ber 21st, 1992,the date foot Alike'a weal gift Call
Call in orders accepted.
for responsible
applications
Accepting
North Fifth St., Mur- trict Court by LuDean 20th, 1992, the date of
at
Donna
Vide*
Darnell
of hearing.
ray, KY 42071 De- Bass, Executrix, of the hearing.
person to answer phones and deliver
Ann P. Wilson, Production Specialties
759 9246
ceased, David E. Gar- estate of James HousAnn P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
papers Mon.-Fri. 4:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
land, Rout. *1 Box 52, ton Baas, deceased. ExCircuit Court Clerk
Murray, KY 42071 and ceptions to this settleSat. 3:30-4:30; must have dependable
LEGAL NOTICE
Danny Garland, 45 St. ment must be filed in
final settlement of
A
vehicle.
Dr., the Calloway District
Lawrence
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
accounts has been filed
Neese
Winchester, MO 63021 Court on or before 9:00
No Physical Examinations
Apply at:
in the Calloway DieCo-Executors, Appt. a.m December 21st, tnct Court by James
CHRISTIAN Dating I
If
are in reasonably good health &
you
84
11-25-92, Sid Easley, 1992, the date of hear- Edward Rosa,Executor
Friendship Service For
no to a few questions you
answer
can
St.,
Sixth
South
205
free informaeon packet C.Fil
Whitnell Ave.
ing
of the estate of Donis
for preferred rates. Below
qualify
may
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-829
3283
Ann P. Wilson, Lee Ross, deceased.
Ky.
42071
Murray,
preferred rates at
=ably
few
a
are
Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk Exceptions to this setMRS Theresa Reader and
POLICY
$4.000.00
a
for
ages
different
Advisor A true torn pay
tlement must be filed
Fred 0. Butter
dec,
from
Spe
Disgifted
God
Calloway
Clerk/Receptionist
the
in
Full time Classified Ad
IISMALE
MALE
LEGAL NOTICE
worth, Route 01 Box
coal $600 502-564-7904
Must have computer knowledge, good typing
settlement of trict Court on or before
final
A
40 - $8.13
40
45
age
$9
age
89, Murray, KY 42071
and proofreading skills Must work well with
has been filed 9:00 a.m. December
37
age
12
50 - 9.85
50
age
Deceased, Martha F. accounts
data of
the public Apply by sending resume to PO Box
Amir,icas Second
the Calloway Dis- 21st, 1992, the
age 60 - 13.57
age 60 - 17.69
Butterworth, Route 01 in
hearing.
42071
KY
Murray,
1040-A.
by A. R.
age 70 - 22.13
age 70 - 28 93
Box 89, Murray, KY trict Court
Ann P. Wilson,
No phone calls please.
Executor, of
Hatcher,
age 80 - 42.4g
age 80 - 52 73
42071 Executrix, Appt
Clerk
Court
Circuit
estate of Doris 0.
11-25-92, Robert 0. the
deceased. Ex Johnson,
Fifth
Miller, 201 South
Premiums guaranteed NOT to Increase
this settleto
ceptions
Temporary typesetting position open Must
St., Murray, KY 42071.
ment must be filed in
have experience using adwrier or pagemaker
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
the Calloway District
Send resume to PO Box 1040-B, Murray, KY
r,,• Custom Vans end Vans For Moving
Court on or before 9:00
42071
763-4199
112 SO 12th
r.P 753-6910
a.m. December 21et.
please.
calls
phone
No
Federal Say. Bldg.
Hopkinsvile
42071
Murray KY
THE -0111,1(
'
1992, the date of hearMurray. KT
Main.
at
7th
ing.
Lowest Rites in TOMO'
29th year of service"
"Our
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
The
Ann P. Wilson,
Odity, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway Distnct Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification

1

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

SCOTTS
TREES

BURIAL INSURANCE

Murray Ledger
loot

Times

i.119.1.t!Duckli.ng

It_

McConnell Insurance Agency

Poo

•••••••

10,

.
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CIASSIFIEDS
•

SO

2de

Ankle.

Waal
Te ley
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 7539433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pia
tots Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th.
Murray
OLD gas oil and coca cola
signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone lugs with
advertisements on them
Ask for Larry at 753-3633
USED and anbque turns
ture, glass tools, quilts
474 2262. 901 642-6290
WOULD hke to buy horse
trailer or small stock trailer
(used) 753 0516

For Sale

Miscellaneous

KING size waterbed 6
drawers tinted mirrored
headboard 3 second mat
tress 6150 435 4035 alter

DIETS DON'T WORK'Can
you loose 20113e by Christ
ma''YES' All natural for
mule with 21 powerful
herbs burns fat increases
energy controls appetites
AFFORDABLE 100% Sa
tisfaction FREE SAM
PLES, 1 800 928 8418

5P(T1
KING size waterbed with
rails lights and mirrors on
headboard storage drawers underneath like new
condition Call 527 1051

THEM'S BARGAlli BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
7599940
Clean Used Furniture Apptiancea. and 1.4isc horns
Use Out Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

250
Business
SeriICIII

Swirl
lichlnes

150
Artaliee

13 BABY doll with complete wardrobe 759-9619
2 ELECTRIC typewriters 1
new. 1 shghtly used reasonable 759 1156
8' COUCH.$100 DP home
weight gym, $75
753 8612
AIM GA 500 computer w/
expended memory and lots
of software,$250 6 sliding
glass pabo doors, $50 Sm
student desk. $35 Microwave cart, $25 Call
753 2113 after 5pm

DUE to death Bernette
model 740E sewing ma
chine mounted in a 3001
oak cabinet with electric lift
This is a new, never used
$1393 combination with full
warranty on each unit For a
reasonable offer and a
wonderful Christmas
purchase, please call
753 3764 evenings

FRED'S Home Crafter
Woodwork on sale Displayed at University Tire,
Ph
1406 Main St
753 4994. 759-4675 Items
made to order
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
LOG Homes Design Services FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES, Route 1 Box
134CK, Moss, TN 38575
800-231-3695

KEN-TENN Investigations,
ovmer J B Wilburn, specie
lizing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement expenence
502 436 6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
PRIVATE Investigator
B A Confidential Invest]
gations Soutside Shop
ping Center Suite 0102
Murray 753 2641

200
Sports
EctillPelent
HAND made
753-2498

270
knives

MUZZLE loader rifles also
BOGARD trucking and exlot 22 Meg Derr new,$59
top
haul
We
cavating. inc
25 auto, new,$59 25 auto,
soil, gravel, NI dirt, white like new, $50 9mm pistol
rock, rip rap 759-1828
pkg SIM 38 spl snub
BUILDINGS FACTORY SOW 38 5' B Colt 38 spl
OUTLET DIRECT No Deer rifle Win 22 auto rifte
salesman Example 16x20 436-5650
$2861 00, Now $2130 00,
40x60 $8774 00. Now
210
6997 00 Immediate or
spring delivery Many
Firewood
sizes Cal now, Pioneer
1800-668-5700
A-1 A FIREWOOD sea
DELICIOUS SWEET PO- soned oak $30 rick dein,
TATOES' Just $€Vbushel ered $25 rick pick up
Order early for holidays 492 8254
759-4989
A FIREWOOD for sale
ENCYCLOPEDIA Amer
icana Extremely competebye For more information
cat 753-7587 after 2 00

1, 2. 3. OR 4br furnished
apwtments, nos, MAW university 3br house, 1604
Main St. central gas heat,
a/c, n•ar campus,
$450/mo 753-6111 days
753 0606 nights

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views Fireplace. balcony,
kitchen, indoor pool jacuz
zis
Honeymoon and
weekend specials' Free
brochure, 1 BOO 242 4853
(205) 988 5139

180

kir Sale

Apartsurits
For Rent

437 4667
FIREWOOD 436 5598
WOOD for sale $30rick
seasoned oak 474 8086
220
Musical
LEAD guitarist looking to
established band Rock o
Country Rock Call Kevin a
606 266 5577
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753 9600
UPRIGHT piano with mir
ror, $200 753 5995
YAMAHA 49 key electronic
keyboard 753 2875 after
5PIT1

Howse For Saki
14x70, 3BR trailer, Iron
deck fireplace, lots of ex
tras Call day 753-8477
after 3pm 753-7201
1973 ROYALE 12x65 2br,
bath, $4500
17,
753 6464
1983. 2BR with outside
building. stove and refrigerator partially redecorated
Great starter home
753 7336
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
ENJOY this Christmas in a
new home from Volunteer
Homes Well give you the
best home for your hard
earned dollar, and you II be
giving your family the 'best
Christmas gift every' Only
5% down on new and used
homes with no payments
until next year Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 Pans TN
901 642 4466

1BR, $195/mo • utilities,
1608 College Farm Rd
Available 12/15 753-6733
after 5pm
1BR duplex, low utilities
references and deposit required no pets, $185
753 3949

Yard Sale
Inside
Valley Drive In
Fri. & Sa
8:00-?
Lots of bargains wood burning stove,
Cookware, household
items, tools, metal
wardrobe, records,
movie tapes.

CREEKVIEW Sea storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

1BR furnished apartment,
dose to university, some
utilities paid Call 753-8756
or 753-9101

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753 2905 for more
information

IBR. newty decorated, nice
and dean, $203/mo , low
utilities 753-8767 or
753-2339

Used
Cars

3BR 2 bath Irving room
dining room and den Many
recent updates Move in
condition Priced in the
$80 s MLS $4430 Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753 1222

USED tires 195/70/14
Goodyear Eagle GT black
wall mounted and be
lanced $125 • tax per set
Key Auto Parts Hwy 121
South 753 5500

1987 SILVER Nissan
Sentra XE, 4-door 4 cyl
auto with a/c. low mileage
excellent condition 63200
Call 762-6255 before noon

1 ROOM effiaency apartment, very near MSU
available now Coleman
RE 7539896
2 BEDROOM duplex
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
$355 discounted rent Gen
tel heat Lease deposit, no
pets Refrigerator, stove
dishwasher included
759 9874

For Sets
Or Lame

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fens a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selecbon of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222

370
Livestock
& Supplier
HUDSON Company Sad
dles Bridles & Horse sup
plies 753 4545 759 1823,
753 6763

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird Bel
Air Center 502 753 SOLD
1 E000-369 5780

THOROUGHBRED Gelding has hunted, shown upper level dressage and
lumps Beautiful mover
753 0494

2BR carpeting, &apes, ref,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
central hie, $350/mo Deposit required No pets
753 9240

Lake
Property

Pete
Supplies

2BR duplex on quiet street
No pets $310/mo + deposit 753-0724
2BR duplex, Southwood
Dr, central h/a, w/d hookup, deposit and lease required 753-6280 after
5pm

puppies

HEY Dadl How about Tv
ing your family the nice
home they deserve for
Christmas 3 bedroom 2
bath double section home
for only $975 down and
$203 per month Total price
Volunteer
$18 900
Homes Hwy 79 East
Paris TN 901 642 4466

BULL Terrier puppy AKC
brindle and white male
$150 Paradise Kennels
502 753 4106

5 ROOM apartment or of
lice space located at 703 S
4th St See Carlos Black Jr
at Black's Decorating Gen
ter or call 753-0839 or
436 2935
CHARMING 2br, 2 bath
duplex with garage Northwood Dr Appliances turnshed central air and gas
heat $475/mo 1 month
deposit and 1 year lease,
no pets 753-2905

FIEST 1 male 2 years old
4 puppies, 6 weeks old
Parents good squirrel dogs
489 2458

LABRADOR Retriever pup
pies tie perfect Christmas
gift $50 328-8944
PART Chow puppies. 6
weeks old, very adorable,
$15 436-5210 Call after
4pm or leave message

FURNISHED apts 1 Of 2br,
no pets Zimmerman Apts , PEG'S Dog Grooming
South 16th St. 753-6609. 753-2915.

410
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
Public
KY, is now renting You
must be 62. handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br FFA Farm by Show Deunits 502-5278574 for
cember 11 3pm 6pm Demore information Equal
cember 12 9am 3pm.
Housing Opportunity
Spencer County High
MUR-CAL Apartments now School Taylorsville KY
accepting applications for For information call
or
1, 2 and 3br apartments 5 0 2 4 7 7 - 3 2 5 5
Phone 759 4984 Equal 5024772781
Housing Opportunity

SPANKING new, 2tx, 1
bath duplex with carport
Appliances furnished Con
tral air and gas heat
$425/mo 1 month deposit.
1 year lease no pets
753 2905
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Haldale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502 437-4113 EHO
VERY nice. clean, 21x, central hie, laundry hook-up,
no pets 641 South
492-8634
WANTED 2 roommates to
share 3br furnished spirt
ment w/male Water and
garbage included
$120/mo Call Bob at Tropics Tanning Salon,
753.8477, for information
Available Dec 1, 1992
311

Hewes
For Rest
2BR house, south of Lynn
Grove S200/mo Deposal
required Call 753-4195

,1i

By Way of
the Grapevine

HONDA CDR 600 F2 sport
bike red and white Can be
seen at 904 Olive

20% down, balance 15 days. Possession with deed.
WILL BE SOLD AS IS
302 FORD Engine running
condition, can be seen behind the old Tobacco Floor

Asiv

411:11-

Great gifts for giving or
decorating your home. New
daily shipments of Christmas items. Father Christmas, pewter & stoneware.
Special holiday pricing on
Christmas Shades & Santa
afghans.

Gift Certificates Available
121 South to Old Salem Road
Wad.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sun. 3-6 p.m.
a

Real Estate

Moore.
Sat., Dec. 12th, 1992 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mrs. Novella
Road.
From Murray, Ky. take 641 South approx. 1 mile to Tom Taylor
signs.
auction
for
Watch
right.
Turn right 3rd house on

N

Unusual old wall clock that tells the time and date - old pictures St frames - old
glass door pie safe - old wagon seat - marble top wash stand - quilting frames
knee hole desk - old trunk - straight chairs - old oval picture with bubble glass
with
stool
small
set
breakfast
wood
table
old lamp tables - oak lamp
needlepoint cover- small primitive lamp table- wood Victrula base - primitive
walnut bedside table - oak dresser base - wicker chair 'old thread cabinet - 4
drawer thread cabinet - treadle sewing machine - Aladdin lamp with pink stem
& white bowl - wall hanger kerosene lamps - unusual old kerosene lamp - couch
& chair - odd chairs - coffee & end tables - 3 piece bedroom suite - odd bed table lamps - like new portable color iv. with remote - cabinet model Zenith
color iv. - 30" electric stove- ref auto. washer - nice small chest freezer - old
Rayo lamp - shadow box - what not items - wood ironing board - old books bridal basket - sewing basket, thread & crochet thread - linen - material - sun
bonnets & aprons - old bedspread - old quilts - straight razor - set of scales chum lid & dasher - Coke ice pick - stone mixing bowls - pink & green
depression - candy dishes - mixing bowl set - old stone pitcher - milkglass - 8
place setting of Rose china by Goinsburough - green shakers - other old glass &
china - cut iron pieces - carnival glass - old mantel vase - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances -flatware - silverplate flatware by William Rogers - vanity
lamp.- utility table - water bath canner - pressure cooker - vacuum cleaner elect. fan - carpenter tools - hand & garden tools - flat irons - meat saw - push
mower - blue fruit jars - other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Real Estate: 2 bedroom brick house - 1 bath - large living room - eat in kitchen utility room - outside storage on large lot - mature shade.
Terms on Real Estate: 2044 down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30
days with passing of deed. For more information contact Wilson Real Estate. S.
12th Si. Murray, Ky. Wayne Wilson, Broker 753-3263 or

1/ao \lillcr, Auctioneer 435-4144
I
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Friday, Dec. 18 • 5 p.m.

1989 YAMAHA Blaster
4 wheeler, excellent condi
tion $1450 Call after
5 30pm 492 8504

Auction
Estate& Personal
Property

IBR house newly decor
Med $450/mo for 3 widen
duals or family, $500/rno
for 4 individuals 2br brick
house nice neighborhood
nice and clean, $375/mo
753 8767 or 753 2339

Real Estate
Auction

Motorcycles

ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel lots of deer and
turkey, $35,000 759-1701

r,. ,_. „ ,_:.)

1088 CHEVROLET Celebrity Eurosport. 22,000
miles, 4-door, V-6, multi
port engine, Olt, cruise, ste
reo, bucket seats. console,
1981 PONTIAC Firebird. Rally wheels, $5500
V-6 automatic air, papb/ 759-4831
pa, good condition Make
1989 LINCOLN TC. 63xxx
offer or trade for almost
burgandy with white
anything 753 3663 cx can vinyl top lAnt condition
be seen at 102 Riviera $10,500 376-5178
Courts
1991 CORSICA LT
1984 OLDS Delta 88
loaded, mint condition Re
Black 2dr, loaded one
must sell'
duced
owner, excellent condition,
753 2799
111xxx moles Cal Judy at
1992 CHEVROLET CamPant Plus 759-4979
aro 228 Black exterior
1985 DODGE Lancer,
with grey cloth 5 7 liter
$1800 One owner, great
tuneport, automatic full
shape, excellent runping
power, compact disc
condition, everything
player, 6000 miles. 6
works' 753-5167
yew/75000 mile no deducCall
tible warranty
1986 HONDA Accord LAI
2-door, hatchback, while, 9016421959 Serious
blue int , 5 ap , new clutch buyers only Leave name
and brakes 90xxx miles, and phone I
radio, a/c $4.700 obo Call 85 CHEROKEE Jeep
after 5pm. 753-9658
good condition 4 door,
$3200 Call after 6pm
1986 MERCURY Sable LS, 489 2217
V-6, white, tinted windows
CAR Stereo Installation
arn/trn. cid, loaded $4000
753-0113. Sunset Boule
759-4627
yard Music, Murray's Al
1986 PONTIAC 6000 sta
pine Car Audio Specialist,
bon wagon high mileage
Dixieland Center, 1 block
excellent body, new bat
from MSU dorms
tery, good Ores Can be
FOR Sale- 19900ra/try Ca
seen 1 2 miles east of Kirk
valier. 44110 miles, amfir
sey on Hwy 464 $950 obo
$5692
stereo, a/c
753-9585
753 9240

Commercial property formerly
Murray Upholstery located at
4th & Sycamore.

d70

142 ACRE farm. 3 miles
West of Crossland 80
acres in timber, 58 acres in
C R P Has a '4 acre lake in
front held Beautiful house
place 435-4265

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

NEAR university Newly remodeled apt Large living
room, 2 large bedrooms,
kitchen-dinette with range,
refrigerator disposer and
dishwasher Plush carpet
Central electric heat and
air Insulated to TVA specs
Ample closet space
Washer-dryer hook-up
$325 deposit $325 month
Available January first
753 4560 9arn 4pm

TOTALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom
home on 1 acre lot Located
between Murray and Kentucky Lake Attractive
home and attractive price
Just reduced to $62,500
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS $4570

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
ter natural gas, cablevision 3 3.10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest financing available.
753 5841 or 753 1566

CHRISTMAS PUPS
Champion bloodline AKC
registered Boxers Take
immediate delivery Or can
hold until Christmas
$150$250 753 2511 or
759 2549

2 OR 3br duplexes. central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE, 753-9698

PERFECT STARTER
HOME PRICED IN THE
530'S 3br. living room.
kitchen 1 bath, dining
room utility Washer and
dryer and appliances included 501 S 9th St
753-7027

LAKEFRONT LIQUIDATION! Dockable waterfront
on Barkley Lake 3 5 acres,
was $29,900, NOW
$19 900 Woods, views.
ready for vacation/
retirement home 3+ acre
lake access $7,900 Financing Woodland Acres
Call 800-858-1323

AKC Miniature Daschund
black born December 2nd
Call 901-584-4475
2BR duplex on Story Ave. (Camden)
dead end street ApAKC registered Pomera
pliances furnished, central
489-2832
I'/a, no pets Lease and nians
required

NEW 2br duplexes. gas
heat, 1800 sq ft. brick,
$82.500 Call for appointment, 753-4873 after 6pm

535

380

AKC Boxer
437-4985

HOME for sale on quiet
Street in older section of
town nee/ Murray Middle
School 34 bedroom home
totally redecorated and
ready for immediate occupancy, central gas heat,
central electric cooling
Property also includes nice
garage apt with 2 car garage Offered at $75 COO
Contact Bill Kopperud
Kopperud Realty,
753 1222

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales Appraisals Property
Mgt REVAX 753 SOLD

3BR 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm

2BR apartment in Northwood Call 753-0521 or
759 9240

deposit
753-7185

GATESBOROUGH home
featuring 10 ceilings hard
wood floors and a lovely
greatroom with fireplace
Add the liveability of a formal dining room, 4 bedrooms 3 baths 2 huge
walk in closets and you
have value with elegance
Just reduced to $137.500
MLS $4230 Kopperud Realty 753 1222

365

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

"JUST in time tor Christ
mas " Bank Repo' $500
ORION and Rockford Fos
down $174 per month
liscelaneous
eq.
Cousbc
amps,
gate
14x80 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
Orion speakers 753-4666
A PERFECT WEDDING in nice home 1988 model
Con- Also free delivery and set
POST frame buildings Smoky Mountains
and Log up Must see at Volunteer
24'x40 x9' erected. $4596, temporary
ar- Homes Inc. Hwy 79 East
plus freight Other sizes Chapels Complete
very reason- Pans, TN 901 642 4466
available Blitz Builders, rangements.
able Photos, music. flow1 800 628 1324
ers, videos. limo, cabins, MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles and
PUNCH 75 car amp and formal wear, receptions
doubles Financing avail
Alpine subwoofers $300 1-800-262-5683
able Clean, late model
obo 753 7239 ask for
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
homes Green Tree FinanBrian
(Gatlinburg's Original Wed- cial Corp.-Kentucky.
all
Thoughtful
ROCKING horses
ding Chapel)
or
606-223-1010
sizes In bme for Chnsbras
service is rendered through 1-800-221-8204.
music flowers, photo753-6249
graphs videos and recep- QUALITY built energy eth
SANTA Claus suit red vet
cient homes at affordable
tions 1 800 922 4573
vet 753 7880
prices' If you compare qual
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS ity, insulation set up and
SEARS energy saver aic
now offers U S and foreign options you will find we
18 000 BTU Maple dining
coins at Hoboes Corn and have the best housing
like
All
chairs
4
table and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th value Dinkins Mobile
new 759 1085
Street, in Murray Our Homes Inc Hwy 79 East,
WILSON woods 1 3 4 First coins, proof sets, paper Paris TN 1 800 642 4891
Flight irons 2-10 Bag and currency and coin supplies
Bagboy cart 156 bass are available at Decades
280
boat and trailer. 651'ip Evin- Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mobile
rude, Lowrance depth fin
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Nooses For Rent
der. front and rear crank Stamps and stamp supanchors Johnson trolling plies are featured along SHADY Oaks 2 or 3tx,
motor 474 2377
with our coins and coin electric or gas Walking dissupplies at the Book Rack tance to college 753-5209
WOLFF TANNING BEDS.
(Dixieland Shopping Con
new COMMerCie home un
ter in Murray) We appraise TRAILER for rent, 2br,
lo
Lamps
Its from $199
and are active buy- stove, refrigerator, washer
estates
Sons. accessories Monthly
ers of coins and stamps and dryer, on private lot.
payments low as $18 Call
Hwy 80, East of Hardin,
Call 502 753 4161
today FREE NEW color
$200 plus depsoit
catalog 1 800 228 6292
502-354-8880
WOOD and metal shelving
HEARTLAND WEDDING
wood storage units, wood CHAPEL Memorable old
211s
tables, wood desk
fashioned wedding in
Mobile
753-4541 days
Little
on
Mountains
Smoky
Hose Lots For Red
1988 Panasonic FP 1530 River Romantic Carriage
MOBILE Home Village
Genesis color on color co- Ride No tesVno wading
now $75/mo , in
available
(8697)
VOWS
1800-448
1970
753
pier
dudes water Coleman RE
753 9898
160
HOLIDAY MOUNTAIN
Mims
WEDDINGS Romantic
Fimildespe
candehght services by or
darted Ministers Great loCOUCH, blue and cream, cations in Pigeon and Smo
$75 750-1958 after 3pm
toes No blood test or wart
period' 4 CAR clean up shop, °lng
DINNERWARE 59 pc set
ice paved lot air
4365
1800-729
Nontake
by
of china
4509
753
new, $325 753 2017
ROMANTIC CANOE
offices for rent
BUSINESS
FULL size mattress, box, LIGHT WEDPINGS
time full time, small
headboerd frame dresser, Smoky Mountains. clergy, Part
large Very reasonable
chest arid mirror Set for elegant chapel, photo
rent Cal Mur Cal Realty
$100 or Separate beat offer
yid
Morals,
graphs,
limos.
Nice 6ft coodi $50 or matte (Kis, acoomodations, mod- 753 4444
offer 753-3307
est prices, CHARGE IT' No FOR Rent Business Retail
waiting no blood teats
or Office Space in S Side
w/
waterbed
KING size
TN. Shopping Center
accessories $150 Cal I& Gallinburg.
7514509 or 7535612
1 800-WED RING
Spm 763-9607
240

Auto
Parts

Public
Sale

STELLA area 2br house
w/d hook up
bath
$250/mo Deposit required
489 2390 after 6pm

490
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Wilson Realty
753-3263
Wayne

Wilson —Broker 753-5(046

Dan Miller Associate & Auctioneer
4:15-4144

ON
ABSOLUTE AUCTIa.m.

Saturday, December 12, 10
7.6 Acres - Swine Production
Equipment
Farm Machinery - 2 Mobile Homes
Location Of Auction: Selling at 3 locations.
Auction starts at real estate location 12 miles
southeast of Mayfield, 1 mile west of Tri City
on Highway 97.
Real Estate Sells At 10 a.m.
7.6 acres with 32' x 270' building and two 24'
x 60' buildings. Other improvements include
a well and lagoon. This property was formerly
used as a chicken and hog feeding floor.
Hog Operation Equipment Selling
Individually
1970 Chevrolet 2 ton truck with feed bed; 30
farrowing crates; 100 hog feeders; hammer
mill; grain storage bins; grain augers; 2 new 8
ton grain bins (not assembled).
Farm Machinery & Equipment
Case 1370 tractor; K Gleaner combine; Ford
4000 backhoe; Allis Chalmers tractor; I.H.air
planter; box grader blade;20 ft. Krause disc:8
ft. Case disc; 20 ft. stock trailer; 24 ft. stock
trailer; and other miscellaneous equipment.
Mobile Homes
1984 Classic 14 ft. x 70 ft.; 1974 Town &
Country.
For inspection prior to auction,contact selling
agent.
TERMS: Real Estate - 20% down day of sale
with balance on delivery of deed within 30
days.
Mobile Homes and Equipment - Cash day of
sale.
All information contained herein was derived
from reliable sources and is deemed to be
correct, however, it is not guaranteed and
does not constitute a pan of a subsequent
contract and is for informational purposes
only. Announcements day of sale take precedence over all printed matter.

C.II". Shelton
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
C.W. Shelton, Broker & Auctioneer
924 Haymarket Drive, Mayfield, Ky.
247-13S5
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1978 FORD F 250
4 wheel drive 489 2862

„ .

1978 INTERNATIONAL
Scout, $1950 753 4276 at5pm

;'•

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system doveways hauling foundations.
etc 759 4664

1984 S 10 SHOAT bed
4:4 V 6 4 speed am/1m
cassette sliding rear vendee, Leer Topper, new rubbeg $3500 obo Excellent
Phone
condition
502 227 8015

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic Sink
installation repair replace
ment 7591515
BILL Travis trucking for
gravel. din. NI sand white
rock. rip rap and backhos
work 474 2779

1985S 10 LONGBED pod%
up 70 000 miies 4 speed
4 cyknder with Ailey topper
Phone
$2 2 50
502875406C dealer) or
502 875.1844
1987 NISSAN extended
cab red 5 speed air
753 2558 beiore 3orn

BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaran
teed 753 1134
CARPORTS toy cie and
trucks Speoe sizes for
motor homes boats RV's
and imc Excellent protec
bon NO quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

1987 SUBURBAN L. ion
&c. au 350 Fl neer hitch
new running boards
$6000 502 8751844 or
502 875 405C idealer

CHIM Chin+ Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senor
crtizer discounts We sell
onirnnev=aos and screens
43.54"'w ,

1988 FORD F 250 pick up
auto a c dual tanks
heavy duty V-8 64500
Phone 502 875 405C
(dealer) or .502i875-1844
CHEVROLET Oldsmobile
Trucks inductor: all new
1993 s sow at $49 over
factory invoice Call for
quote
r, e
'800-836 "6a Reoorded
message A -ide Chevroset
Oldsmobiie Laivren,:e
burg Indiana

COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeiirig carpentry
painting and plumbing
436 2575 atter Spin
COUN'ERTDPS custom
Homes trailers offices
coven kAurrav
Wilms
436 5560

FORD Mercuiy
buCKS included At new
93s said at $100 below
factory ,r.o.ce Call tor
quote
price
1 800995 9575 Recorded
message 'ernessee
tor Co Jonnson Cit. 7%
199' DOCGE Power Ram
250 _E 4.4 42iii miles
436 543'

CUNNINGHAM S- Heating
and Cookng Senrcie Con'
piete instai,ation and so'
Gary at
Ca
vice
759 4'54

5 OA' "-Inc .ntiparc
motor oeeds some work
6500 4892862

Ises STRA'OS 201 Pro
200hp
bass boat 20
Menne Outboard Motor
Guide Brute 765 roiling
mctor Lowrance X 50
LCD LowrAnce in das''
Reser bur seat won power
propoie arid mucri more
Well maintained wen re
cords Reasonabiy priced
DON T MISS THIS ONE
Call 618 435 3028 after

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery cal 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal
LICENSED or electric and
gas 753 7203
MURRAY area Odd pobs
Bored IASU freshman T J
762 4987
PAINT Jobs 6250 SAS
Auto Body Shop
79) 1553
PL tABI NG repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
F -tie est,
PLUMBING
mates Affordable -ate
Seine 08y servos AN work
guaranteed 492 8816

'1:i-tEN CABINET RE
covE RI existing doors 1
w000grain for
"ernes
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wuir s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

A 1 TOWN :..oJntry !aro
mow rig ianclscap.rg tree
rimming tree removal light
ee estimates
hauling
Larrt 436 2528
A' PIEE Serv ce Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
Sprn 7599816 753 0495
A 1 TREE removal 8 tree
ught tiataing b

ocid loos P,se estimates
436 2102 ask for ...eke

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
trete Free estimates ?Cali
174 2307

HOME Improvement Spe
ciaiist Vinyl siding win
dOwS CefiXort1 and Pefic
enciosures 753 0280
If B ASSOCIATES Ger
ere construcbor rernodei
,ng garages decks oatica
,nteratir DIM 753 0834

CuStOld IITCHEM cameo s
CLAIM w000esoakeic
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath

ANY remodeling building
painting roofing Refer
once. 759 1 1'S
APPL'ANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
ioilhinpool 3G- years or
BOBBY
per,ence
HOPPER 436,5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapsmanufacturers Iiitost parts
in sloce on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
okance Works 753 2455

`-•

1
io>.&- 16,0

*

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Porches and decks
witi
available
motel roof
White rubber red
roof coating or
silver roof coating
Everlodi vinyl
underpinning
K Rah underpinning
Windows
Doors
Mete Siding Floor
Repair
Air Conditioning
Phone 502-4021488
Hwy. 641
N. Hazel

Cabinets
ShOW000n^

•_..w0(.. Cy

Bor.-4

409

B•eac.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
(,...-K.P

Or ail brands window air conditioners
dryers
washers
freezers
'14ange,alo,s
--aLrowainvis oisi--easrwors gas 8 electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tapparo-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
• All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

ALPHA Builders Carper
try remodeing porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting meow
mance etc Free estimates
489 2303
AL S hauling yard work
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759 1683

ROGER Nucleon rock haul
wig. gravel. sand, dirt drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS.
installabon. repair. replace(Tient Backho• service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

LAQ

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with lull
Iva of equipment Free is
timates Day or night
753-54114
T C Dinh Repair arid Main
tontines Electrical Clean
ing Sewer 1210,1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 alter Spin

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Chris/non 492 8742

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
tumid Estimate available
750 4690

STAR(S Remodeling and
&Aiding Additions. roofing vinyl siding Free estimates Excellent references Call 192-8238 or
192-8873

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Center clearing
servicing 615. most repairs
635 New location Route 1,
Almo Open 912 15.
Mon Fn , 753-0530
SOM011

CARPET and vinyl install•
bon and repairs Glen 13ebber. 759 1247
WALT'S Mobile Home Re
pee Soundproofing. rub
bet coaling for roofs, park
wig lot sealing. Rat roofs
repaired 562 436-2776
WINDOW TINTING TOM
GEERDES 5024.43-2944

FREE pan Chow puppies
436 2571
FREE puppies for Chnst
mas, 5 wks old, mixed
breed Call 753 1861 after
43m

Horoscopes
FRIDAY. DECEMBER II. 1992
our pet millall/ed tli l

Jeatie

of birth. call I -9111-914K-77XX.
cents .1 minute.,

- -By Order of Secured Parties-

Office Supplies, Inc.

209 W. Wood St. • Paris, TN
Total Liquidation of Fixtures, Inventory &
Supplies of B&B Office Supplies, Inc.
PARTIAL LISTING: 1982 Ford Van; 1984 Ford Ranger Pickup;
IBM Model 30 computer wihard disc drive and Okidata Microline
1391 pin printer; Complete Meridian 4-line phone system w/
intercom (5 phones); New Swintec 8014-S office electronic
typewriter; reconditioned Royal Model-5035 typewriter and word
processor; 3) new Swintec Model-110P electronic calculators;
Swintec Model 8500 Add-on disk drive and monitor; AB Dick
enlarging copy machine; Adler-Royal FX-915 Fax machine;
assorted cash registers and adding machines; Sanyo ECR 175
cash register; Adler-Royal 4212 PD Nova typewriter; Sharp
calculator; several good used calculators; Panasonic mini
cassette recorder; new Elmo HP-L355 deluxe overhead projector; lots of computer printer ribbons; diskettes (assorted sizes);
keyboard protectors; anti-static mat;copy keeper;computer table
and print stand; assorted office chairs, secretarial chairs; 2
drawer legal file cabinet; 1) new 5 drawer filing cabinet; 5) 4drawer filing cabinet; 1) 2-drawer filing cabinet; 2 desks: desk w/
typing table; used oak desk %id/typing station: stacking files and
more
Cash register and adding machine paper; computer paper;
assorted typewriter ribbons; correcting ribbons; folders of all
kinds; steno books; note pads (various sizes): carbon paper:
dividers; copy paper, toner and copy machine supplies; 3 ring
notebooks, message books, ledger sheets, column pads of all
kinds, bookkeeping supplies, Rolodex supplies, hanging flies,
data binders; envelopes (all sizes and types), mailing tubes and
containers; shipping tape, clipboards; stamp pads; scotch tape;
staplers; rulers; pricing guns;glue, ink, paper clips, bulldog clips,
letter openers; string tags; receipt books, Avery stick on labels (all
kinds and sizes); mechanical pens; hundreds of boxes of pens
and maricers, paper sacks;stencils; rub on letters, poster board;4
gal. Elmers glue;
9) 3 tt. sections of double sided shelving; 6) end caps and
shelves; 7) 3 tt. sections of wall shelving; lighted showcase and
checkout counter; 7) sections of metal stock room shelving;
wooden stock shelves; 2) stock carts; peg board and assorted
hooks; literature rack; dolley; new metal book shelves; time card
holder; new sign; floor mats; fire extinguisher; vacuum cleaner;
door chime; clock and much, much more.

iOct_ 23-Nos. 211:
Kind teelings flourish %%ohm the
family circle. A joint planning se,
sion IA ill produce spectacular
results. A nets houselkild poneci has
special merit. Perm:'. cre'
22
S‘I;EVI %RH S
211: 1.‘cn 'twin ..itcer gams ,orim
lead to big benefits doss n the toad.
You base an 11111M:111% 0.• %% as of
past mis. Re‘ mess
doing flung,
takes can pre‘eni similar errors.

110
.
R""
(
1 11/
1\
(
S
taM

You may no,t be able to put your fin id a blue mood.
et on the
Contact old tnends. .An interest in
husmess is res is ed. Turn an unusual
, ipporlunit> 11110 future financial

l'APRIctilt‘ (Oct. 22-1am
19): Your tmancial prudence si ill
ofl toaia. keep >our ear 11 / the
ground for snippets of nets s. An
c-mpkt> ment situation could ;limo\
!tither-Use >our talents.
AQi RIF% hail. 20 l-ch IS
A partner could prose dithsuli
please. Business squabbles Ma
base to he ironed out legally. Be
ads enturesome it you see a ssay lii
make ness proms.
19-Marsh 200:
PISCES
Your Imancial prospects get It dra
matic hoosi. A change in technique
or attitude sail! brime >tiu rich
re VI, ard.. You meet somome at V.Ork
ho electrifies sou 1;11) slots .

Ma> 2I -June 20):
ahout your business is
the surest ssas to head ott inlerfer:ince I.0 .11.11' imagination rOam
this atternoon Prepare for the long
limb toss ard a maim obiective.
CANCER dune 21 -July 221:
Cipntact %soh an admirer at a dis
tJfle sould he a sv.eet surprise
I.ui k smiles 1111 >oul- long-range
home ;Ohms \>1111to concentrate on
r"
ls."Imu‘. annus.Phere at
business iti al
221: ERR,ILE° (Jul>
non. may run high tiada. strise for

1 •1111.1)REN are generous. tolerant and quick to help those
in need. I hen ilapp -go-luck) attitude endears them to people if all ages.
Mime% always seems to fall into these Sagittarians' hands and is seldom a
problem tor them. Although these children are iii it especially dipl‘imatic.
their sanchir rarely offends people. It is ohs ions that their blunt comments
are not intimated by malice. They seem incapable of cans mg a grudge. A
career HI science or engineering may otter the greatest ressards tor these

TERMSOFSALE Cashorcheck withbank letterof credit Thisisamustforout
of town buyersl
NOTICE We are requited to collect sales tax unless you have a valid tax resale
number No exceptions
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over all previously printed
material

i/

stahilit). 'slake certain higher-ups
get sshat they espect nom you. Bargains abound for holidas shoppers.
A reunion ss ith an old flame could
reignite romantic fires.
VIRGOI \ug. 23-Sept. 221: An
encouraging message of Nelt:01/1{.•
s !slim boosts your espectations.
MOW optimistic!
You feel
Dining v.ith a 1.1% mile companion is
the perfect %say to lois% md.
1.1BRA (Sept. 2.1-Oct. 221: Take
.1 .lian.c on kite. Plunging into an
at lair of the heart v.111 rechaige out
batteries. Spend only %%hat you
must. not Ahat sou ssould like to. A
tmlidas message brings %%Mittel-IA

sou ssant. Reacting angrily to a
-mashy- could make the anssser a
I inn "no.- Learn to play the nailing
game! A pre% unisly rejected business proposal could so. in appros al
l'pdate your presentacatty in
tion and resume. Romance and vas
go hand-in -hand nest summer.
Returning to school in Septemher
itld boost your earning posser.
annk members sail! he %unionise
. ,11 let them kmiss .(itir plans.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
I HIS I) S FE: tuns 's. producer
Carlo Polio. author Alexander
Sill/henil.‘n. actresses Rita Moreno
and Donna \Wk.
ARIES.' larch 21 -April 19
loss and %sail tor further des clopmerits to lumishibe cities sou need.
'oncentrate on sour dear ones or a
tasorille hohh!.. Pa.f.ing closer anew
201:
,
I or .1aAildek
taills

Saturday, Dec. 12th, 10:00 a.m.

K KENNON

Dixon horoscope, based on y1411'111.'611
our phone company sc ill hill ‘ou 95

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I's 'IMF
OF Yot R LIFE:
NF:VI
Patient:e is the key to getting what

PUBLIC AUCTION
B&B

before age 65 even if there are no
plans for retirement); or before
getting his or her first job.
A Social Security number is
required to get proper credit for
earnings. Employers are required
to examine a person's Social Security card. Be sure to apply for a
number at least two weeks before
it will be needed.
Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library
may telephone the Mayfield
Social Security office at
247-8095.

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday. Doc. 22. 10:30 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security after a death in the family to see if survivor benefits can
be paid; when someone in the
family is disabled, to find out if
disability benefits can be paid; at
retirement (age 65 for full-rate
benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits - sign up for
Medicare two or three months

date

REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753 8056

r•matte.

years el nen.-oe Loca, re
terences 436 270'

WILSON woo:1st 3 4 First
Fogost irons 2 10 Bag and
&poor cart 156 bass
ooat and trailer 65nP Evin
-ude Lowrance dope, fir
der front and rear 7ank
anchors Jonnson trolling
motor 44 2377

imming

SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling,
roofing, room additions,
foundebon work Free es.males No pbs loo big or
too small Call Sill Con
structon 753 3870 day or
night

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
tirkshing re mercial continuous gutters
D"WA..
pars aooitions and blow installed for your spec/lice
iog Aviengs 7534751
bons cal Sears 75.32310
for tree estimate
Sears
at
s.a.e.s
PENCE
"ow Ca -iitars 753 2310 HAD AW A Y Construction
far Nate estimate tor your Mom, remodeling paint
needs
rig wallpaper carpentry
boor
covenng No iob too
plumb
GENERA. ;:vapair
436.2052
smell
ng roc' -; tree work
436 264.
HANDYMAN will do car
pantry eiectne plumbing
GEAAL7 0.1 ALTERf
and genera ropers Cali
Rooting .•• soling pain'
7530506
• t'
•nig

v

„

•.
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United Way

LIA

CO

AUCTION

'1

..• 011" \

of
Murray-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care

JOE D. KENNON • Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-3750
Rt. 5 • Paris, TN 38242 • Firm Lic. #1082

41004WEllitfflitiONOMESAMORNEE NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
-4"-Nex
Name
Address
City
Phone

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
11 ogler
,
1,1130

Zip

State

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:

Knights of Columbus Hall
xy 94 *es. E Jo:owl kotartser Root
'Or SO KM Rose 14 line
,
tour to Se Hee ROOO N.
t40.44•140/ it ORGAN /AT 011
001 14 10 111• PUBt
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

Christmas Card Will Be Sent To Announce Gift.

i

a

Send in the coupon
above with payment to:

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Dea-s, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

•••
),Q94
t\ (?

with a

TO
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION

Robert .1.
Rutherford

The
r & Times
Ledge
Murray

(502) 753-0468

$5

Computers
Home or Office( omputer on-site
srs ice and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.
Hawkins Research
Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA 'MasterCard accepted

753-7001

all Murray
g counties
surroundin
and

00

7
•$6450

out of the area

,
•

Murray Ledger & Times
Murra , K

Box 1040

/jar

a rf..?:

•
'1'
4

•r

(502) 753-1916

42071
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Looking Back

Today in I listory
Ten years ago

21
Today is Thursday, Dec. 10, the 345th day of 1992. There are
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
first
On Dec. 10, 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt became the
mediate
to
helping
for
Prize,
Peace
American to be awarded the Nobel
an end to the Russo-Japanese War.

The "old fashioned" spirit of
Chnstmas again will come to life
at 4:30 p.m. today as the "twoday Dickens Chnstmas in Press
Alley" opens in the alley between
Third and Fourth Streets just off

On this date:
demanding
In 1520, Martin Luther publicly burned the papal edict
ion.
excommunicat
face
or
recant
he
that
state.
In 1817, Mississippi was admitted to the Union as the 20th
Mass.
Amherst,
in
born
was
Dickinson
Emily
In 1830, poet
In 1958, the first domestic passenger jet flight took place in the
New
U.S. as a National Airlines Boeing 707 flew 111 passengers from
hours.
a-half
and
two
about
in
York to Miami
In 1964, civil rights activist Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. received the
Nobel Peace Prize during ceremonies in Oslo, Norway.
his
In 1967, 25 years ago, singer Otis Redding died in the crash of
private plane in Wisconsin; he was 26.
Ten years ago: "NATO" foreign ministers issued a communique
saying the Western alliance was ready to respond to Soviet initiatives
for improved relations. The Law of the Sea Convention was signed by
118 countries in Montego Bay, Jamaica, excluding the United States

of the court square.
Marine Staff Sgt. Patrick L.
Jacks, son of Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd
P. Jacks, has been awarded the
Navy Unit Commendation while
serving at Camp Lerune, N.C.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Morton,
Nov. 22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel E. Todd, Dec. 1; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Hale, Dec. 2.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers beat Sedalia 48 to
45 in a basketball game. Tammy
Treas was high scorer for
Calloway.

and 23 other nations.
Five years ago: President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev concluded three days of summit talks in Washington,
during which they signed a historic treaty banning intermediate-range
nuclear missiles. Violinist Jascha Heifetz died in Los Angeles at age
86.
One year ago: William Kennedy Smith, accused of raping Patricia
Palm
Bowman, proclaimed his innocence during his trial in West
woman
aggressive
sexually
a
as
accuser
his
portraying
Beach, Fla.,
who had seduced him, then charged rape for reasons he couldn't
explain.
Today's Birthdays: Composer-conductor Morton Gould, the presiActor Hardent of "ASCAP," is 79. Actress Dorothy Lamour is 78.
YeutClayton
chairman
national
old Gould is 69. Former Republican
is
Branagh
Kenneth
irector
Actor-d
40.
is
Dcy
Susan
Actress
ter is 62.
32.
a
Thought for Today: "It is only in romances that people undergo
experiterrible
most
the
after
even
life,
real
In
s.
metamorphosi
sudden
—1sadora Dunences, the main character remains exactly the same."
(1878-1927'.
pioneer
can, American modern dance

Twenty years ago
"The Calloway

County

soy-

bean situation is worse than in
any other section of the state,"
said County Farm Agent Ted
Howard in speaking at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club. He said
the recent heavy rains have only
worsened the increasingly critical
farm income picture in this area.
Janet Usrey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Usrey, and Keith
Overby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Overby, have been
selected as Outstanding 4-H Girl
and Boy of Calloway County in a
contest, sponsored by CourierJournal and Louisville Times in
cooperation with University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service.
Kirby Jennings talked about
"Changes in Murray in the Past
50 Years" at a meeting of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of American Revolution held at the home of Mrs.

Pnce Doyle.

Thirty years ago
Darrell Lee Rowland has
enlisted in the United States
Navy. He is now taking recruit
training at Great Lakes, Ill.
The 17th annual meeting of
First District Library Assistants
Club of Kentucky was held at
Little Chapel at Murray State
College. Featured on program
were Ed Frank Jeffrey, Cecilia
Cavitt and Vickie Singleton of
Murray College High, and Nancy
Bucy, Fay Cole, Robert Forsee
and Linda Walker of Murray

Sgt. James R. Cavitt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Cavitt, is
returning to the United State from
Korea under the rotation
program.
"What Leaders Mean To Us"
was the subject of the talk given
by Jimmy Thompson at the annual meeting of 4-H Association
held Dcc. 4 at Murray Woman's
Club House. Thompson, II, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson, is
a member of Hazel Junior 4-H

High School.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Manning, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cunningham, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Thweatt and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Romel Kirks.

Forty years ago

DEAR ABBY: My best friend
asked me to go shopping with her,
as she needed a dress for a special
occasion.
The first place we went to, she
tried on one dress after another,
then she put on a red-checkered
dress with a full skirt that Made
her look like a house — and she's
not small to begin with.
She asked, "Do you think this
makes me look fat?"
I told her the truth and said,
"Yes, it sure does." She got real
defensive and snapped back, "Well,
I think it's pretty!" Then I said,

being honest with you."
She didn't say another word, but
I could tell she was angry. She
didn't buy the dress; she just told
the saleslady that we were going to
look around,and we might be back.
Abby, I made up my mind never
to go shopping with her again, but
we are best friends, so how am I
going to get out of it?
TOO HONEST

diplomacy — you were too blunt
with your friend in telling her
the truth.
You could have told her that
the style of the dress was not
very flattering — that you liked
one of the other dresses better,
or suggested that it might be a
good idea to look further.
Since she's your best friend,
don't avoid shopping with her;
just use a little diplomacy in
expressing your opinion.

DEAR TOO HONEST: You
need to learn something about

DEAR ABBY: My problem is the
neighbors' dog. It barks all day

"Well, you asked me if I thought it
made you look fat, and I'm just

BLONDIE
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JUST BECAUSE VIE GIVES
TVAE STUFF ANtlAsi FREE ,
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Club.

while they are at work. I have told
them how annoying it is — and so
have the other neighbors on our
street. The dog is put out at 6 a.m.
when the owners go off to work —
and stays outside, tied up and barking sometimes until 10 or 11 p.m.!
I can't sit in my yard, nor can my
children play in the yard with that
constant barking.
Abby, please help the people on
Stevens Road in Philadelphia!
NAMELESS,PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: That this
lack of consideration for one's

neighbors can take place in the
City of Brotherly Love is indeed
shocking!
Give the dog owner one last
warning — and if it is not heeded, call your local Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals and your animal control agency.(P.S. Your neighbor
should also be cited for "disturbing the peace.")
DEAR ABBY: I recently went to
a wedding as an invited guest of a
guest. Here was our dilemma: I did
not give the couple a gift.
We are both women. Perhaps I
should mention that I had met the
couple only twice, and I was not
invited by the couple; I was invited
by my friend. My friend said I
should have brought a gift. Abby, I
went only as a favor to my friend
because she does not drive and she
lives out of the state.
I feel that my personal verbal
congratulations was adequate.
What do you think? You may sign
this ...
UNINVITED WEDDING GUEST,
SAN FRANCISCO

CALVIN and HOBBES
DEQR S4NVA,

Club.
Murray High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association has
started as annual Empty Stocking
Fund with Mrs. Clarence Rohwedder as chairman.
Freda Davis, soloist, Margaret
Ruth Atkins, pianist, and Martha
Fenton, violinist, presented a
program at a meeting of Garden
Department of Murray Woman's

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
(TIMELCCI4.' T1'1'51* 1146 I NG
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DEAR UNINVITED GUEST:
Since you were the guest of a
guest, you were under no obligation to bring a gift. However, it
would have been very gracious
had you sent a token gift.
CATHY

Dr. Gott

IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR,
IIIR PINKLEY. WE PERK
UP FOR ANYTHING THAT
RESEMBLES SHOPPING.

WHO WILL DEAL WITH
THE HILL PROBLEM 7
WHO WILL HANDLE THE
BERKELY CRISIS ?
wHO WILL CHECK OM
THE MARLIN FIASCO?

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Origin of the expression,"Putting on the dog."

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I HIONEY,GMIND1IFI AND
GoT INTO ADVANCED &KAT- GRANDPA WILI-BallEftE.FOR
I NG,myOiCiK6GOING To 2 3 WEEKS I. -yoU DON'T HAVE
ibTE-U-IfFMALLTHE_NEvis
OTTfiliS I GOT90 ON NIV
THE.8ecoNoTHEY ARRNE II
LAST MATH TEST,AN'
GNAND11F1'GUESS LOHIRT!- I

Nr-

GARFIELD
YOU'RE 8142r, YOLYRE
ESEAOTi FOL. AND
PEOPLE LOVE YOU

LOOKIN' GOOD
THERE, FELLA

50.1iX.PUT"IRE NeW FLocfcING IN HERe,AND tUE2RE
THINKING OF FIXINGITJC
H136 ANEW
Ftfkai

RF_ALLV

ioNiBT,THE.MeV IS
'NG NCU),

,e1"D

1 Cleo's
nemesis
4 Bar legally
9 Circuit
12 The Lion
13 Look fixedly
14 "— Fly
Away"
15 Crony
colloq
16 Rational
17 Depend
18 Unlocks
'20 Therefore
21 Army off
23 Unusual
24 Spindles
28 Slippery
fish
30 Expressing
bitterness
32 Soon.
presently
34 Pierre's
king
35 Baked clay

36 Hanging
down
39 Container
40 Cubic meters
41 Afternoon
social
43 Cerium
symbol
44 Brother of
Odin
45 Vague, hazy
47 Sheet of
glass
50 Liquefy
51 Night bird
54 Mature
55 Name
56 Meadow
57 Speck
58 Dim
59 Lock opener

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PRAM
SAAR
POD
RENO
ALTO
ARE
TO
BAY
RESENT
RED
LON
EGG
10
FAT
HERO
UNDER
TUN
EAT
WONDERO DO
IS
PECI
ERN
RELAY
HACID
ORA
ON
ERO SAT
EBB
BATTLE
END
LO
EEL
ELCIN
SOIL
RAM
REND
ETNA
12-10(i) 1992 United Feature Syndicate

9 Falsehood
10 Everyone
11 Work at one's
1 High
trade
mountain
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
biliary cirrhosis, a relatively rare liver disorder that isn't caused by alcohol use, but which definitely causes
abnormal liver test results. Is there a
research program that studies this
disorder'
DEAR READER: Biliary cirrhosis,
a serious disease of unknown cause, is
marked by low-grade inflammation
of the bile ducts(that drain bile out of
the liver), leading to extensive scarring. The condition is usually diagnosed by liver biopsy. Many experts
believe that biliary cirrhosis is an
auto-immune disorder. Several medical centers are conducting research
into this puzzling affliction, which is
not related to hepatitis or alcohol
consumption.
The course of biliary cirrhosis varies Some patients may not know they
have it and can lead normal lives.
However, most patients sooner or later are discovered to have the disorder
(usually because of jaundice) and experience slow progression of liver disease.
Despite this, the prognosis is favorable Although there is no cure for biliary cirrhosis, symptoms of itching
and jaundice can be controlled with
appropriate prescription drugs
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 13-yearold boy and am seriously nearsighted.
I got my first glasses in 1988 and now
have thicker ones. It appears my vision is getting worse rapidly. Is there
a name for this condition, and can you
please tell me what to do?
DEAR READER: You have myopia nearsightedness This can be safely corrected with lenses. Your eye
doctor can advise you about what to
expect in the future. Ordinarily, myopia improves with age as our eyes become less able to focus on close-up
objects.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can prednisone
cause severe depression, especially if
combined with another steroid in an
hypertensive
and
inhaler,
medication?
DEAR READER Prednisone is not
a drug that causes depression. It can,
however, cause agitation and confusion in rare instances
Medicine for hypertension is a
much more Likely culprit. Many drugs
in this class, particularly the conventional ones (such as reserpine), cause
depression in a surprising number of
patients Adjustment in dose or a
change to other anti-hypertensives often solves the problem
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Cells used to treat brain tumor Walter's HIM

Obituaries
Jason Borders
sustained in an automobile accident on Poor Farm Road.
A senior at Calloway County
High School. he was a member of
Kirksey Baptist Church.
Survivors include his mother
and stepfather. Charlotte and
Phillip Carson. Rt. 1, Kirksey; his
father, Joe Don Borders, Indiana;
one sister, Stefanie Marie Borders. Rt. I, Kirksey. grandmothers. Mrs. Mary Judith Allen
and Mrs. Louise Borders. Benton;
several aunts and uncles.

Services for Jason Borden will
be Frsday at 1 pm. in the chapel
of Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Van Russell will
officiate
Burial will follow in Bevil
Cemetery near Paris, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home . after 1 p.m. today
(Thursday
Mr Borders, 18. Rt. 1, Kirk se. died Tuesday at 9:41 p.m. at
Murray Calloway County Hospital His death was from injuries

Mrs. Imogene Roberts
Fine rues for Mrs.. Imogene
Roberts sere Wednesday at 2 p m in the chapel of Jackson
Funeral Home. Dukedom. Tenn
Nathan Legate and James Shockley officiated Burial was in Pinnear Cenieters there
Mrs R 'hens s* of Dukedom,

Tenn, died Tuesday. She was a
member of Knob Creek Church
of Chnst.
Survivors include her husband,
William A. Roberts; one brother,
Edwin Warren and wife, Charlene, Rt 1. Murray; several
nieces and nephews.

BALTIMORE (AP)- Genetically engineered mouse cells
were injected into the brain of a
terminally ill cancer pauent as
pan of an experimental procedure
that has shown promise in treating brain tumors, researchers
said.
In the treatment, genes from
the mouse cells enter cancer
cells, which are then killed with a
drug that targets the genes,
according to neurosurgeons at the
National Institutes of Health in
Bethesda, Md.
"It is very significant not only
for treating malignant brain
tumors, but it also opens up the
door to a whole new approach to
treating tumors," said Dr. Henry
Brem, director of neurosurgical

Orville Jack Coleman
Ors Ole Jack ColeMan %ere cdricskla at 2 p.m in
the chapel of Gilbert Funeral
as in
Home. Marion Burial
Una.ne Ccrneters there.
Mr Coleman, hs Deter. died
r m at Mato.t
.( aliktAa% Counts Hospital
Sen.IL:, ILlir

tilde one son.

'sun.

Michael Coleman, Dexter; one
stepdaughter, Judy Lemond. and
one stepson. Larry Morse, Hopkinsville; two sisters. Isabelle
Oliver and Ruby Coleman, Princeton, three brothers, Robert Coleman, Marion, John Coleman,
Murray. and R.V. Coleman,
Evansville, Id.; eight
grandchildren
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Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Georgia Hall King, one
daughter. Mrs. Sidney Gra),
Lyon County; two sons, Millard
King Jr.. Caldwell Count). and
Dallas Terry King. Trigg County;
five sisters. Mrs. Addie Lee
Mathis. Mrs. Grace Williams and
Mrs. Mar) Ethel Jones, Trigg
Count), Mrs. Ovid Fowler. Caldwell County. and Mrs Lucille
Griffin, Calloway County; one
brother. Jewell King. Trigg
County eight grandchildren
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Funeral ntes for Mrs. Sarah
Josephine Norwood were Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Johnny Phillips officiated. Bunal was in Maple
Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Norwood. 76, Benton,
died Sunday morning at her
home.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Nell Burkhart, Benton, and
Mrs. Corene Pans. Detroit,Mich.;
two brothers, Langston O'Bryan,
Hardin, and Louis O'Bryan, Benton; several nieces and nephews.
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Hwy. 641 South, Murray

again, that I do not think this is
the type of program we need," he
said.
The board's initial decision to
stop offering MTV was prompted
by moral concerns about the
effects of the music video network on children. The earlier
decision to drop the other two
networks was due to financial
considerations.

Gardenia dies Wednesday

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Akif U

that led to protests.
"We cannot take channels off
just because there's something
offensive on a program," board
chairman Bruce E. Dungan said
at Tuesday night's meeting,
which drew about 150 onlookers.
Dungan, along with new board
-member Pat Layton and board
members Rob Moore and Clyde
Baldwin, voted to renew contracts Jan. 1 with MTV along
with Nickelodeon and VH-I,
another music video network.
Board member Frank Sower
was the only member to vote
against renewal.
"I said it before and I'll say it

11111h.

T;rne Viarner..........-...-.. 29 •'

_aons ia a nauliag ntlaina In INV aSoCk.

Computerized Shippint Service

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Apparently, Franklin County
wants its MTV after all.
The board that oversees Franklin County's cable television system bowed to public pressure and
voted Tuesday night to renew a
contract that will keep MTV
available to local viewers.
"It was the public outpouring
of letters and phone calls," said
Susan Estes, an MTV supporter.
Last month, the Franklin
Electric and Water Plant Board.
which oversees cable TV and
other city utilities, decided to
remove MTV and two other less
controversial networks, a move
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Cable board decides to keep MTV

PHILADELPHIA (AP)- Vin- Bunker's neighbor.
Other roles include "Ballcent Gardenia. the award-winning
on Broadway, for which
room"
durvariety
actor who strived for
ing his 65 years in stage, televi- he received a Tony nomination;
sion and film, died Wednesday of Neil Simon's "God's Favorite"
and "California Suite"; and the
a heart attack at age 71.
Gardenia earned Oscar nomi- movies "The Hustler," "The
nations for roles as a baseball Front Page," "Heaven Can
manager in "Bang the Drum Wait" and "Little Shop of
Slowly" in 1973 and the pat- Horrors."
narch of a quirky Brooklyn famiHe had kicked off the Philadelly in the 1987 film phia run of "Breaking Legs" on
"Moonstruck."
Tuesday night at the Forrest
He won a Tony for his perfor- Theater.
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie
mance in "The Pnsoner of Seclath's was Wednesday at 2:30 ond Avenue" in 1972 and an
p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey Emmy in HBO's "Age Old
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Fncnds" in 1990.
Vaderak-Sania Idsrant news Ilervica Ds. Ilk 110.1
Rev. Topper Council olliciated.
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Minooka, Ill., and Mrs. Linda
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Jean Owen, Paducah; three sons,
Arthur Julius Mathis, Chicago,
III_ Donnie Wayne Mathis, Indiana, and Onnie Reno Mathis,
Lou V. McGary
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will be given ganciclovir, an antiherpes drug that kills tumor cells
containing the herpes gene. The
dead cells are absorbed by the
body, doctors said.
Experiments ,.using laboratory
animals have proven so successful that even cancer cells that did
not get the herpes gene were
killed, researchers said.
Doctors expect to know in several weeks if the treatment has
shrunk the patient's tumor.
Twenty-two other patients are
scheduled to receive similar
treatments.
The Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee of the NIH, has
already approved gene therapy
treatment for lung cancer and
cystic fibrosis, the most common
inherited fatal disease.

oncology at the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine.
During Monday's operation.
neurosurgeons Dr. Edward Oldfield and Dr. Zvi Ram of the NIH
injected millions of mouse cells
into the patient's brain tumor,
doctors said.
The cells act like a small factory within the brain, churning
out retroviruses that contain the
herpes gene. The retroviruses do
not contain infectious material
but are an effective means of getting a gene into a cell.
The retroviruses are intended
to insert themselves into the
tumor cells as they replicate.
Normal brain cells do not replicate and should not be affected,
the doctors said.
After about a week, the patient
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